
Italian Rhapsody
sor’s research. This year’s 
chosen one is Oliver (Armie 
Hammer), a bit of an “ugly 
American” who appears 
grateful to have been chosen 
but still sets himself apart 
from the family. Elio is none 
too pleased to have to give 

up his bedroom to the guest and his “Later” 
when departing for town or whatever else 
he’s doing grates on Elio’s last nerve.

While Elio embarks upon a tentative 
romance with a local girl, he begins to see 
Oliver in a different light, and he’s not sure 
how he feels about the man or how Oliver 
feels about him. At times he seems to be 
dropping hints to Elio, but then he runs off 
with another local girl, dancing with her

with our new president and held the Woman’s 
March on Washington, on January 21st. 

While some in Washington started to 
think about how to reverse the progress of 
same-sex marriage, the sixth annual Rain-
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—continued on

As the ball dropped in Times Square last 
New Year’s Eve many in the LGBT commu-
nity dreaded what the New Year would bring. 
After a surprise presidential election we were 
left not with hope but fear. Now they we’ve 
almost made it through 2017, let’s take a look 
back at the year that was. 

JANUARY 
In keeping with the building fear in our com-
munity and a rise of anti-LGBT sentiment, 
the front page of the January 6th, 2017 is-
sue of Baltimore OUTloud gave details about 
the LGBT Health Resource Center of Chase 
Brexton Health Care hosting a class called 

Class for Our Community.” On January 20th, 
Trump’s inauguration was held, complete 
with a bevy of anti-LGBT clergymen praying 
over him. It was also noted that information 
on LGBT rights, climate change, civil rights, 
and other vital issues disappeared from the 
White House website on inauguration day. 

Back in Baltimore on January 20th, there 
was a bright spot to take our mind off of what 
was happening at the other end of the BW 
Parkway, as over 600 people celebrated the 
opening of the Baltimore Eagle nightclub af-
ter years of anticipation. 

The next day women from all over the coun-
try wasted no time expressing their displeasure 

Call Me By Your 
Name is

a slow burn of 
longing and desire

by ChuCk 
DunCan
A new film is getting 
a lot of buzz right 
now not only for its 
awards possibilities, 
but for its subject 
matter as well. Call 
Me By Your Name, based on the novel 
by André Aciman, stars Timothée Cha-
lamet (also getting notice for his role 
in Lady Bird) as Elio, a 17-year-old 
living in a small town in Northern Italy 
with his parents. His father (Michael 
Stuhlbarg) is an antiquities and arche-
ology professor, and each summer for 

six weeks the 
family hosts a 
visiting grad 
student to help 
with the profes-

Razzo di bottiglia 
–Armie Hammer & 
Timothée Chalamet in 
Call Me By Your Name

—continued on page 3
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2017by RoDney buRgeR & 

bill ReDmonD-PalmeR

bow Wedding Network LGBT Expo was held 
at the Hyatt Regency Inner Harbor in Balti-
more on January 22nd, with over 30 LGBT 
friendly wedding service providers in atten-
dance. On January 28th, at the DC Eagle, 
Brother Help Thyself presented its annual 
grant awards totaling $75,170 to over 30 
non-profit organizations serving the LGBT 
and HIV/AIDS communities in the Baltimore / 
Washington area. On January 31st President 
Trump selected Federal Judge Neil Gorsuch 
as his choice to replace the late Supreme 
Court Justice Antonin Scalia. LGBT groups 
were quick to oppose the nomination based 
on his anti-equality record. 

FEBRUARY 
The February 3rd issue of Baltimore OUT-
loud announced the appointment Patrick 
Mutch from Saint Agnes Hospital as the new 

“Queer Protec-
tion: An LGBTQ 
Self Defense 

page 20

baltimore eagle 
opens, January 
2017
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Pediatrics for her.  Primary care for you.  All in one location.

IN 2015 WE LAUNCHED

GENDER JOURNEYS OF YOUTH 
AN INTEGRATED CARE PROGRAM FOR 

 GENDER-DIVERSE YOUTH
LED BY NATIONALLY-RECOGNIZED 

PEDIATRIC ENDOCRINOLOGIST
DR. ELYSE D. PINE 

Honoring diversity. 
Inspiring wellness. 

Improving our communities. 

Chase Brexton & 
The LGBT Health Resource Center Believe

gender-diverse children & their families
should have a strong network & specialized care.

chasebrexton.org/WeAreChaseBrexton
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Looking Back on 2017

Select Chase Brexton Health Care patients 
deemed most in need may be eligible for 
digital breast cancer screenings through a 
mobile mammography van to be located at 
the Chase Brexton Mount Vernon Center 
on September 28th. The screenings are 
provided in partnership with Lackawan-

na Mobile 
X-Ray and 
the Susan 
G. Komen 
Foundation.
Breast can-
cer is the 
second most 
c o m m o n 
cancer in 
women, and 

mammograms are capable of finding it up 
to three years before it can be felt. The 
Center for Disease Control recommends 
mammograms every two years for women 
age 50 and older who are at average risk 
for breast cancer.

The staff of Chase Brexton encour-
ages their patients to remember that ear-
ly detection saves lives! Any patient who 
feels they may quality should contact their 
Chase Brexton provider or call 410-837-
2050 for more info. t

news // LOCAL 

Boosting empowerment and breaking the bonds 
of homophobia, racism, and stigma in same
gender-loving (SGL) men in Baltimore City

HIV Prevention Advocacy for SGL Men's Health supported by
ViiV Healthcare's ACCELERATE! Program

NewHorizonsBaltimore410@gmail.com  •  410-837-5573 
FB: New Horizons Baltimore  •  aidsactionbaltimore.org 

• NETWORKING
Every 1st Wednesday
• HIV EDUCATION

Every Last Wednesday
• SOCIAL EVENTS

Monthly
• ART CREATION PROJECT

CEO of Chase Brexton Health Care.
In honor of National Black HIV / AIDS 

Awareness Day on February 7th, Project 
Power of Chase Brexton Health Care hosted 
a health fair at Mondawmin Mall with over 15 
groups supporting the event. 

On February 22nd, President Trump an-
nounced that he would reverse the Obama 
administration’s guidelines allowing trans-
gender students to use the restrooms that 
correspond to their gender identity. 

February also brought Deborah Cox to 
Baltimore’s Hippodrome Theatre to chan-
nel her best Whitney Houston in the stage 
production of The Bodyguard. On February 
26th, moonlight became the first gay-themed 
movie to win an Academy Award for best pic-
ture. 

Many fans and members of the drag 
community were worried when Baltimore’s 
Club Hippo closed to become a CVS. The 
Hippo was a popular venue for many drag 
performers. 2017 saw an explosion of many 
new locations for this popular form of enter-
tainment including Towson University’s first 
even “Drag Brunch” on February 27th. 

MARCH
The March 3rd issue of Baltimore OUTloud 
introduced readers to Christian J. Metzger, 
the new executive director of Moveable 
Feast, a Baltimore organization that for 28 
years has been providing healthy meals to 
people living with HIV / AIDS in the Maryland 
area. 

March 4th brought “Country Queens and 
Disco Divas Cabaret” to the Govans Pres-
byterian Church, a show and silent auction 
sponsored by the New Wave Singers. 

The weekend of March 3rd and 4th also 
found the Pennsmen leather club of Harris-
burg celebrating 40 years of brotherhood. 

On March 6th many folks started to wor-
ry what would happen to their health care 
as President Trump unveiled his plan to kill 
Obamacare. 

March 10th brought the 12th annual Na-
tional Women & Girls HIV / AIDS Awareness 
Day with an event held at the Mount Wash-
ington Conference Center in Baltimore. 

On March 22nd Baltimore learned of 
the grim news that “Peaches,” a transgen-
der woman, was murdered; adding another 
name to the list of transgender persons killed 
in our city. 

On March 25th, Grand Central nightclub 
toasted 25 years of providing Baltimore’s 
LGBT community with a fun place to party. 

A panel discussion entitled: “Faith Mat-

ters: Religion and the LGBTQ Community 
in Fractious Times” was held on March 26th 
at the Brown Memorial Presbyterian Church 
in Bolton Hill. Delegate Mary Washington 
served as moderator. 

On March 28th it was announced the 
President Trump would remove LGBT as a 
category in the 2020 census. 

On March 31st the GLCCB and the Balti-
more Pride committee held a town hall meet-
ing with members of the deaf community in 
an attempt to make Baltimore Pride more 
inclusive. 

On March 31st Gilbert Baker, the creator 
of the rainbow flag, passed away at age 65 in 
New York City. 

APRIL
Kathy Griffin brought her hilarious act to Bal-
timore’s Lyric on April 7th. On April 9th Miss 
Gay Capital City US Jazmen Diamond and 
Miss Gay Mid-Atlantic US Gabrielle Remsen 
ruby hosted a benefit show at Club Bunns to 
raise money for their travel fund. 

Baltimore’s long-dark Parkway Theatre 
at Charles and North reopened as the Stav-
ros Niarchos Parkway Film Center, boasting 
a 414-seat theatre (built in 1915) and two 
small 85-seat theatres. The Parkway will 
serve as the headquarters for the Maryland 
Film Festival. 

On April 20th to 30th, Ringling Brothers 
and Barnum Bailey Circus made their final 
appearance in Baltimore. The circus closed 
permanently in May. 

On April 21st GLSEN’s (Gay, Lesbian, 
and Straight Education Network) sponsored 
a “Day of Silence” as part of a student-led 
national event organized in thousands of 
schools to bring awareness to the silencing 
effects of anti-LGBTQ name-calling, bulling, 
and harassment.

MAY
The Baltimore Eagle officially celebrated 
their grand opening on the weekend of May 
5th to 7th. 

Quest Diagnostic sponsored the 2017 
AIDS Walk & Run on May 7th at the Mary-
land Zoo. The event raised nearly $100,000. 

A grand opening was also held on May 
8th for the new John G. Bartlett Specialty 
Practice. The new institution located at 1717 
East Monument Street combines under one 
room the current Moore Clinic which serves 
persons with HIV / AIDS and the Blalock Spe-
cialty Clinic serving patients with hepatitis. 

On May 11th PFLAG (Parents and 
Friends of Lesbians and Gays) of Howard 

—continued from page 1

County hosted a fundraiser called “Queens 
and Cocktails 2017” at the historic Oakland 
Manor in Columbia, Maryland. 

Baltimore OUTloud celebrated 15 years 
of being an independent voice for the LGBT 
community on May 16th. 

The 15th annual bike ride “Ride for the 
Feast” was held on May 13th and 14th with 
all proceeds going to Moveable Feast. Over 
$770,000 was raised. 

An event in celebration of National Honor 
Our LGBT Elders’ Day was held on May 16th 
at the Baltimore Eagle. 

Metropolitan Community Church of Bal-
timore celebrated their 45th anniversary on 
May 20th and 21st. 

Also on May 20th the Harrisburg Gay 
Men’s Chorus held a concert at the Harris-
burg Midtown Arts Center to celebrate 30 
years of entertaining the community. 

On May 27th the Creative Alliance was 
the setting for the first ever Baltimore Drag 
Awards.

JUNE
In a salute to the 40th anniversary of the 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender 
Community Center of Central Maryland (GL-
CCB), Baltimore OUTloud introduced read-

ers to GLCCB co-founder and the Center’s 
first president Paulette Young in our June 9th 
issue. 

AIDS Action Baltimore hosted busses to 
take people to the Equality March for Unity 
and Pride in Washington, DC, on June 11th. 

Baltimore Pride was held June 17th and 
18th with a longer parade route and a new 
Stations North location for the block party. 
The parade, block party, and festival in Druid 
Hill Park were just a few of the events held 
during a weeklong celebration. It was Fred-
erick, Maryland’s turn to celebrate on June 
24th when Frederick Pride was held at Car-
roll Creek Linear Park. 

The Baltimore Men’s Chorus held their 
summer concert at St. Vincent de Paul 
Church on June 25th. The Keystone State 
Gay Rodeo took place on June 24th – 25th 
at the Pennsylvania Farm Show Complex in 
Harrisburg. 

JULY
Hagerstown hosted its annual Pride festival.

Local bar Leons celebrated its 60th an-
niversary.

Author Anne-christine d’Adesky visited 
Baltimore to speak about her experiences as 

—continued on page 4
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Manning 
Critiques 

US War Policy at 
U of Penn Talks

Philadelphia – On November 29th, Chel-
sea Manning spoke to the University of 
Pennsylvania community. Several Penn 
groups, including the political science de-
partment and the LGBT Center, organized 
“A Conversation with Chelsea Manning,” 
which drew hundreds of Penn students, 
staff, and faculty to the Annenberg Center. 
Manning spoke with cultural anthropolo-

gist Briella Coleman, author of “Hacker, 
Hoaxer, Whistleblower, Spy,” about na-
tional security, social media and the inter-
section of identities and activism. Manning 
also opened up about her difficult time in 
prison and the current groundswell of po-
litical resistance. Manning was originally 
sentenced to 35 years in military prison for 
releasing more than 750,000 sensitive mil-
itary logs she accessed in her position as 
an Army intelligence 

analyst. The sentence was commuted 
to time served by then-President Barack 
Obama early this year.

Manning and Coleman did not address 
the current president or the country’s on-
going post-election identity crisis; instead, 
Manning took the larger “institutions of 
power” to task. “Just look at the adver-
tisers on CNN,” Manning said. “You see 
Boeing, Northrop Grumman – all of these 
companies that are churning out weapons 
and technology. It’s all about the bottom 
line and no one, including the mainstream 
media, has any incentive to give the unvar-
nished truth.” She also talked more about 
how technological advancement puts civil-
ians at risk. “I don’t think the people in tech 
are really thinking about the consequenc-
es of the tools they are creating,” Manning 

  news // LOCAL 
added. “The same data collection we use 
for marketing, we use to kill people.”

On Twitter, Manning uses the hashtag 
#WeGotThis, which she said sums up her 
belief in community and solidarity. She 
spoke in more detail about her role as an 
LGBT activist, the perception of her status 
as a “hacker,” and her work as an advo-
cate for civil liberties. “There’s a certain 
intersectionality because all of our com-
munities are facing off against the same 
institutions of power. It’s the police state 
or corporations or the military, but we’re all 
pushing back against them. We really need 
each other and we don’t need a leader to 
tell us what we need,” she said. “The trans 
community has different issues, from peo-
ple who are undocumented or activists in 
the tech community, but we all suffer under 
the same powerful institutions.” One stu-
dent, who identified himself as a veteran, 
said, “I think it speaks a lot to who we are 
as a society that a self-admitted and con-
victed traitor has a platform to speak. Do 
you have any regrets?” Manning’s voice 
boomed across the auditorium: “No, I don’t 
have any regrets.”  t (Philadelphia Gay 
News – Beth Bole at epgn.com)

Chelsea manning

school event for the Shawnna Alexander 
Helping Hands Clothing Closet.

Hagerstown hosted its annual Pride fes-
tival.

Local bar Leons celebrated its 60th an-
niversary.

Author Anne-christine d’Adesky visited 
Baltimore to speak about her experiences as 
an AIDS activist in her new memoir The Pox 
Lover: an activists decade in New York and 
Paris.

SEPTEMBER
Moveable Feast hosted their 24th annual 
“Dining Out for Life” Fundraiser at restau-
rants across Baltimore.

GLSEN – Maryland, held their annual 
statewide youth summit.

New drag pageant circuit “Royal Pride of 
Nations” held a night of royalty to coronate 
their first miss maryland Pride of Nations, 
Gabrielle Remsen Ruby.

Rev. Angela Teresa Jones-Ramirez was 
installed as pastor of the Vision of Hope Met-
ropolitan Community Church.

Chase Brexton Health Care hosted 
their third annual Charm Ball fundraiser and 
awards ceremony honoring Chase Brexton 
staffers Melinda Sickle and Deb Dunn.

The GLCCB held its annual meeting and 
town hall to provide updates on the progress 
of the Center during the past year.

Chase Brexton Health Care officially 
launched their 40th anniversary celebration.

OCTOBER
The fourth annual Baltimore International 
Black Film Festival showcased 85 films, in 
conjunction with Baltimore Black Pride Week.

The annual Baltimore Black Pride in-
cluded several events throughout the month, 
including the 15th annual Baltimore Black 
Pride Cultural Affair.

The Pride Foundation of Maryland host-
ed a media training day for Maryland LGBT 
groups. 

“Miami is Nice,” an exhibition and gay 
marriage installation focused on the Golden 
Girls, was held throughout the month, togeth-
er with several events including “Cheesecake 
Conversations,” at SpaceCamp.

The Gay Lounge announced its closing, 
after only a few months of successful busi-
ness, due to problems with the property own-
er, but promising to reopen at another loca-
tion in the future.

Don Davis, owner of Grand Central, an-
nounced that the nightclub is up for sale.

AIDS Action Baltimore hosted an HIV 
Cure Forum, where HIV researcher Dr. Bob 
Siliciano spoke about one promising avenue 
to reach a cure for HIV.

NOVEMBER
“Feeding the Homeless,” organized by B and 
Dee’s Baltimore Love, held over two week-
ends, fed over 2,000 homeless people.

A panel discussion was held around the 
subject of HIV criminalization and the new 
book by Trevor Hoppe, Punishing disease: 
HiV and the Criminalization of disease.

Community members marched in the an-
nual Transgender March of Resilience, and 
gathered to celebrate and remember those 
lost due to anti-trans violence on the Trans-
gender Day of Remembrance.

The Baltimore City Health Department, 
StarTrack, and the Baltimore Ballroom Coa-
lition hosted a “Know Your Status Free Ball” 
for area youth.

Baltimore Cranksgiving, a scavenger 
hunt on bicycles, was held to benefit move-
able Feast.

Joy Baltimore hosted “Oh Give Thanks,” 
a Thanksgiving event for homeless LGBT 
youth.

Brendan Patrick, health care provider 
and popular Baltimore Eagle bartender was 
named the 27th Mr. Maryland Leather.

DECEMBER
On World AIDS Day, events were held across 
Maryland to honor those who have died while 
living with HIV / AIDS, and to recommit to the 
battle against the stigma and challenges of 
the disease. 

The Shipmates Club 
held their annual “Dad-
dy Christmas” event, 
raising funds to sup-
port the Baltimore 
Trans Alliance.

The 19th annual 
“12 Days of Christ-
mas” event raised 
funds for the 
Leather Heart 
F o u n d a t i o n , 
Project Real, 
H a g e r s t o w n 
Hopes, and AIDS 
Action Baltimore.

The Baltimore 
Mens Chorus and the New Wave 
Singers of Baltimore both held their winter 
concerts.

GLSEN led a protest of Secretary of Ed-
ucation Nancy De Vos and her department’s 
policies, as she visited the University of Balti-
more to offer a commencement speech.

Several holiday events for the homeless 
took place including a holiday party at the 
First Unitarian Church of Baltimore and an 
event providing cookies and hot cocoa to the 
homeless. t

an AIDS activist in her new memoir The Pox 
Lover: an activists decade in New York and 
Paris.

AUGUST
The new King and Queen of Baltimore Pride 
2018, Chris Jaya and Sapphire Bleu, respec-
tively, were crowned.

The fifth annual “Pride Splash and ride” 
was held at Six Flags America.

The sixth annual BBQ for the homeless 
served hundreds of homeless people.

Brother Help Thyself hosted their annual 
“Pride Night at Kings Dominion.”

The first annual “Faith HIV / AIDS Aware-
ness Day” was held in Baltimore and cities 
across the country.

Community Cares presented their first 
annual leadership awards.

The “2017 Black Trans Advocacy Confer-
ence” was held in Baltimore.

Over 200 people joined the Baltimore 
Trans Alliance as they hosted their first annu-
al “Queer Love Summer Cookout.”

The GLCCB hosted a special back-to-

Looking Back 
on 2017

—continued from page 3
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ing, 32 Democratic senators had called on 
Franken to resign. The force of the #MeToo 
moment leaves no room for due process, or, 
indeed, for Franken’s own constituents to 
consider their choice. Still, the force works 
selectively. Trump and Roy Moore are im-
mune because the blunt irresistible force 
works only on the other half of the country. 
That half is cleaning its ranks in the face 
of – and in clear reaction to – genuine mor-
al depravity on the other side. The Trump 
era is one of deep and open immorality in 
politics. These are men who proclaim their 
allegiance to the Christian faith while acting 
in openly hateful, duplicitous, and plainly 
murderous ways. 

“The urge to do so by policing sex is not 
surprising. As Susan Sontag pointed out 
more than half a century ago, Christianity 
has ‘concentrated on sexual behavior as 
the root of virtue’ and, consequently, “every-
thing pertaining to sex has been a ‘special 
case’ in our culture.” The case of Franken 
makes it all that much more clear that this 
conversation is, in fact, about sex, not about 
power, violence, or illegal acts. The accusa-
tions against him, which involve groping and 
forcible kissing, arguably fall into the emer-
gent, undefined, and most likely undefinable 
category of ‘sexual misconduct.’ Put more 
simply, Franken stands accused of acting 
repeatedly like a jerk, and he denies that 
he acted this way. The entire sequence of 
events, from the initial accusations to Fran-
ken’s resignation, is based on the premise 
that Americans, as a society, or at least half 
of a society, should be policing non-criminal 
behavior related to sex. ... If only Franken’s 
heartbreakingly articulate expression of his 
loss were capable of focusing our attention 
on this root, and on the dangers of the drive 
to police sex.” (The New Yorker – Masha 
Gessen at Newyorker.com/news/our-colum-
nists/al-franken-resignation-and-the-selec-
tive-force-of-metoo)

beyonD The belTway

—continued on page 9

US Senate 
confirms three 
anti-gay judges 
to courts of 
appeal

washington, DC – Last week, the US 
Senatte confirmed three nominees to the 
federal bench with extensive anti-LGBT 
records: Leonard Steven Grasz to the US 
Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit, Don 
Willett to the 5th Circuit, and James Ho to 
the 5th Circuit. The Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee also progressed with the nomination 
of anti-LGBT Matthew Kacsmaryk to the 
US District Court of the Northern District of 
Texas and is expected to vote soon on the 
nomination of fellow anti-LGBT crusader 
Kyle Duncan for the US Court of Appeals 
for the 5th Circuit. Lambda Legal, along with 
dozens of LGBT groups and civil rights or-
ganizations, has opposed Grasz’s, Willett’s, 
Kacsmaryk’s, and Duncan’s nominations. 
Lambda also expressed grave concerns 
about the nomination of James Ho to the 5th 
Circuit and his ability to give a fair hearing 
to LGBT Americans in light of his history of 
advocating against their right to equal pro-
tection of their relationships and families 
under the law.

In 2016, the Supreme Court decided 
approximately 69 cases, while US Courts 
of Appeals decided approximately 58,000 
cases and US District Courts decided about 
355,000. As of today, Trump has now placed 
12 circuit court judges on the federal bench 
this year. In contrast, President Obama had 
only confirmed three circuit judges at this 
point in his administration.

Lambda Legal’s Sharon McGowan, is-
sued the following statement: “Over the last 
several weeks, voters throughout the coun-
try, and perhaps most notably in Virginia 
and Alabama, have been rejecting the mes-
sage of hate, fear, and division being ped-
dled by candidates and politicians. It’s time 
for the Senate to follow suit, and get back 
in the business of serving all Americans. 
This means standing up against Donald 
Trump’s destructive agenda and preserving 
our courts as a place where all people can 
receive fair and impartial justice. We were 
extremely gratified to hear this week that 
Jeff Mateer and Brett Talley’s nominations 
would not move forward. Lambda Legal led 
the charge against Jeff Mateer’s nomination, 
and joined other civil rights groups denounc-

ing the nomination of Brett Talley. While we 
are relieved by reports that we have de-
feated these two specific nominees, we call 
upon the Senate to take a fresh look at the 
other nominees that Trump has been put-
ting forward – nominees selected not merely 
in spite of, but rather because of, their an-
ti-LGBT and anti-civil rights pedigrees. (Se-
attle Gay News & Lambda Legal at Sgn.org)

Researchers 
say two genes 
may be linked to 
homosexuality

london, england – The Montreal Ga-
zette reports that scientists looking into the 
genetic basis for sexual orientation say they 
have discovered genes that can be linked 
to homosexuality. Researchers who looked 
at the complete genome – a person’s en-
tire DNA code – for more than 1,000 gay 
men and compared it to genetic data from 
a similar number of heterosexuals, found 
the DNA was different for gay and straight 
men in at least two genes. Participants in 
the study were rated for sexual orientation 
based on their self-reported sexual identity 
and sexual feelings and provided their DNA 
for analysis. Dr Alan Sanders, lead author, 
said: “Because sexuality is an essential part 
of human life – for individuals and society 

– it is important to understand the develop-
ment and expression of human sexual ori-
entation.” However, British scientists said 
the genetic differences could point to other 
traits among the homosexual respondents. 
For example, the variations may simply pre-

dispose people to be more open or candid 
about their lives. Prof Robin Lovell-Badge, 
of the Francis Crick Institute, said: “Even if 
a gene variant does show some correlation 
with sexual orientation, this does not mean 
that the gene is in any way responsible for 
being gay – it just means it has some asso-

ciation with a trait that is more likely to be 
found in the relatively few people involved in 
the study. This could be better social aware-
ness or being brave enough to acknowledge 
they are in a minority.”

Gil McVean, professor of statistical ge-
netics at the University of Oxford, also add-
ed: “Sexuality is likely influenced by many 
different factors, including environment, 
experience and, likely, some aspects of in-
nate biological variation. I can see no ma-
jor implications of this work or how it could 
be useful in the future. The genetic effects 
are far too weak to be of any predictive or 
diagnostic value. All biology – including the 
origins of sexuality – is interesting at some 
level, but I see no direct applications of such 
research.” The research was published 
in the journal Scientific Reports. (Montre-
al Gazette at http://montrealgazette.com/
health/scientists-find-the-gene-that-makes-
men-gay-or-very-open-about-sex-its-hard-
to-tel l /wcm/5b834fd6-13c0-464d-b868-
c74676c45cb4)

Franken falls 
victim to #MeToo 
stampede toward 
purity

new york – New Yorker columnist Ma-
sha Gessen parses the resignation of Min-
nesota Senator Al Franken with a cautionary 
commentary (substantially abridged here) 
about our society’s penchant to police sex. 

“On what he called the worst day of his po-
litical life, Senator Al Franken articulated 
two points that are central to understanding 
what has become known as the #MeToo 
moment. In an 11-minute speech, in which 
Franken announced his intention to resign 
from the Senate, he made this much clear: 
the force that is ending his political career 
is greater than the truth, and this force op-
erates on only roughly half of this country’s 
population – those who voted for Hillary 
Clinton and who consume what we still re-
fer to as mainstream media. Franken did not 
apologize. In fact, he made it clear that he 
disagreed with his accusers. ‘Some of the 
allegations against me are simply not true,’ 
he said. ‘Others I remember very differently.’ 

“Earlier, Franken had in fact apologized 
to his accusers, and he didn’t take his apolo-
gies back now, but he made it plain that they 
had been issued in the hopes of facilitating 
a conversation and an investigation that 
would clear him. But, by Thursday morn-

compiled by Jim Becker

scientists are close to proving that 
the jeans make the man

sen. al Franken
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together with safer sex practices to help reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 through sex. 
This use is only for HIV-negative adults who are at high risk of getting HIV-1. To help 
determine your risk of getting HIV-1, talk openly with your healthcare provider about 
your sexual health.
Ask your healthcare provider if you have questions about how to prevent getting HIV. 
Always practice safer sex and use condoms to lower the chance of sexual contact with 
body fl uids. Never reuse or share needles or other items that have body fl uids on them.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
What is the most important information I should know about 
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Before taking TRUVADA for PrEP:  

 ® You must be HIV-negative before you start taking TRUVADA for PrEP. You must 
get tested to make sure that you do not already have HIV-1. Do not take TRUVADA 
to reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 unless you are confi rmed to be HIV-negative.

 ® Many HIV-1 tests can miss HIV-1 infection in a person who has recently 
become infected. If you have fl u-like symptoms, you could have recently become 
infected with HIV-1. Tell your healthcare provider if you had a fl u-like illness within 
the last month before starting or at any time while taking TRUVADA for PrEP. 
Symptoms of new HIV-1 infection include tiredness, fever, joint or muscle aches, 
headache, sore throat, vomiting, diarrhea, rash, night sweats, and/or enlarged 
lymph nodes in the neck or groin.
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may not keep you from getting HIV-1. 

 ® You must stay HIV-negative to keep taking TRUVADA for PrEP: 
 ® Get tested for HIV-1 at least every 3 months.
 ® If you think you were exposed to HIV-1, tell your healthcare provider right away.

 ® To further help reduce your risk of getting HIV-1:
 ® Know your HIV status and the HIV status of your partners.
 ® Get tested for other sexually transmitted infections. Other infections make it 
easier for HIV to infect you.

 ® Get information and support to help reduce risky sexual behavior, such as 
having fewer sex partners.

 ® Do not miss any doses of TRUVADA. Missing doses may increase your risk of 
getting HIV-1 infection.

 ® If you do become HIV-1 positive, you need more medicine than TRUVADA 
alone to treat HIV-1. TRUVADA by itself is not a complete treatment for HIV-1. If 
you have HIV-1 and take only TRUVADA, your HIV-1 may become harder to treat 
over time.

TRUVADA can cause serious side effects:
 ® Worsening of hepatitis B (HBV) infection. TRUVADA is not approved to treat HBV. 
If you have HBV and stop taking TRUVADA, your HBV may suddenly get worse. Do 
not stop taking TRUVADA without fi rst talking to your healthcare provider, as they 
will need to monitor your health.

Who should not take TRUVADA for PrEP?
Do not take TRUVADA for PrEP if you: 

 ® Already have HIV-1 infection or if you do not know your HIV-1 status. If 
you are HIV-1 positive, you need to take other medicines with TRUVADA to treat 
HIV-1. TRUVADA by itself is not a complete treatment for HIV-1. If you have HIV-1 
and take only TRUVADA, your HIV-1 may become harder to treat over time.

 ® Also take certain medicines to treat hepatitis B infection.

What are the other possible side effects of TRUVADA for PrEP?
Serious side effects of TRUVADA may also include:

 ® Kidney problems, including kidney failure. Your healthcare provider may do 
blood tests to check your kidneys before and during treatment with TRUVADA. 
If you develop kidney problems, your healthcare provider may tell you to stop 
taking TRUVADA.

 ® Too much lactic acid in your blood (lactic acidosis), which is a serious but 
rare medical emergency that can lead to death. Tell your healthcare provider 
right away if you get these symptoms: weakness or being more tired than usual, 
unusual muscle pain, being short of breath or fast breathing, stomach pain with 
nausea and vomiting, cold or blue hands and feet, feel dizzy or lightheaded, or a 
fast or abnormal heartbeat.

 ® Severe liver problems, which in rare cases can lead to death. Tell your 
healthcare provider right away if you get these symptoms: skin or the white part 
of your eyes turns yellow, dark “tea-colored” urine, light-colored stools, loss of 
appetite for several days or longer, nausea, or stomach-area pain.
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Common side effects in people taking TRUVADA for PrEP are stomach-area 
(abdomen) pain, headache, and decreased weight. Tell your healthcare provider if 
you have any side effects that bother you or do not go away.

What should I tell my healthcare provider before taking 
TRUVADA for PrEP?

 ® All your health problems. Be sure to tell your healthcare provider if you have or 
have had any kidney, bone, or liver problems, including hepatitis. 

 ® If you are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. It is not known if 
TRUVADA can harm your unborn baby. If you become pregnant while taking 
TRUVADA for PrEP, talk to your healthcare provider to decide if you should 
keep taking TRUVADA.

 ® If you are breastfeeding (nursing) or plan to breastfeed. Do not breastfeed. If 
you become HIV-positive, HIV can be passed to the baby in breast milk.

 ® All the medicines you take, including prescription and over-the-counter 
medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements. TRUVADA may interact with 
other medicines. Keep a list of all your medicines and show it to your healthcare 
provider and pharmacist when you get a new medicine.

 ® If you take certain other medicines with TRUVADA, your healthcare provider 
may need to check you more often or change your dose. These medicines 
include certain medicines to treat hepatitis C (HCV) infection.

You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the 
FDA. Visit www.FDA.gov/medwatch, or call 1-800-FDA-1088.

Please see Important Facts about TRUVADA for PrEP including important warnings on the following page.
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MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT 
TRUVADA FOR PrEP
Before starting TRUVADA for PrEP:
 •  You must be HIV-1 negative. You must get tested to make sure that you do not already 

have HIV-1. Do not take TRUVADA for PrEP to reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 unless you are 
confirmed to be HIV-1 negative.

•  Many HIV-1 tests can miss HIV-1 infection in a person who has recently become 
infected. Symptoms of new HIV-1 infection include flu-like symptoms, tiredness, fever,  joint or 
muscle aches, headache, sore throat, vomiting, diarrhea, rash, night sweats, and/or enlarged 
lymph nodes in the neck or groin. Tell your healthcare provider if you have had a flu-like illness 
within the last month before starting TRUVADA for PrEP.

While taking TRUVADA for PrEP:
•  You must continue to use safer sex practices. Just taking TRUVADA for PrEP may not 

keep you from getting HIV-1. 

•  You must stay HIV-negative to keep taking TRUVADA for PrEP. Get tested for HIV-1 at least 
every 3 months while taking TRUVADA for PrEP. Tell your healthcare provider right away if you 
think you were exposed to HIV-1 or have a flu-like illness while taking TRUVADA for PrEP.

•  If you do become HIV-1 positive, you need more medicine than TRUVADA alone to  
treat HIV-1. If you have HIV-1 and take only TRUVADA, your HIV-1 may become harder to  
treat over time.

•  See the “How To Further Reduce Your Risk” section for more information.

TRUVADA may cause serious side effects, including:

•  Worsening of hepatitis B (HBV) infection. TRUVADA is not approved to treat HBV. If you 
have HBV, your HBV may suddenly get worse if you stop taking TRUVADA. Do not stop taking 
TRUVADA without first talking to your healthcare provider, as they will need to check your health 
regularly for several months.

ABOUT TRUVADA FOR PrEP 
TRUVADA for PrEP is a prescription medicine used together with safer sex practices to help 
reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 through sex. This use is only for HIV-negative adults who are at 
high risk of getting HIV-1.

•  To help determine your risk of getting HIV-1, talk openly with your healthcare provider about 
your sexual health.

Do NOT take TRUVADA for PrEP if you:
• Already have HIV-1 infection or if you do not know your HIV-1 status.  
• Take certain medicines to treat hepatitis B infection. 

HOW TO TAKE TRUVADA FOR PrEP
•  Take 1 tablet once a day, every day, not just when you think you have been exposed to HIV-1.

•  Do not miss any doses. Missing doses may increase your risk of getting HIV-1 infection.

•  Use TRUVADA for PrEP together with condoms and safer sex practices.

•  Get tested for HIV-1 at least every 3 months. You must stay HIV-negative to keep taking  
TRUVADA for PrEP.

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF TRUVADA FOR PrEP 
TRUVADA can cause serious side effects, including:
•  Those in the “Most Important Information About TRUVADA for PrEP” section.
• New or worse kidney problems, including kidney failure. 
•  Too much lactic acid in your blood (lactic acidosis), which is a serious but rare medical emergency 

that can lead to death. Tell your healthcare provider right away if you get these symptoms: weakness 
or being more tired than usual, unusual muscle pain, being short of breath or fast breathing, stomach 
pain with nausea and vomiting, cold or blue hands and feet, feel dizzy or lightheaded, or a fast or 
abnormal heartbeat. 

•  Severe liver problems, which in rare cases can lead to death. Tell your healthcare provider right away 
if you get these symptoms: skin or the white part of your eyes turns yellow, dark “tea-colored” urine, 
light-colored stools, loss of appetite for several days or longer, nausea, or stomach-area pain. 

• Bone problems.

Common side effects in people taking TRUVADA for PrEP include stomach-area (abdomen) pain, 
headache, and decreased weight.

These are not all the possible side effects of  TRUVADA. Tell your healthcare provider right away if you 
have any new symptoms while taking TRUVADA for PrEP.

Your healthcare provider will need to do tests to monitor your health before and during 
treatment with TRUVADA for PrEP.  

BEFORE TAKING TRUVADA FOR PrEP
Tell your healthcare provider if you:
•  Have or have had any kidney, bone, or liver problems, including hepatitis.
• Have any other medical conditions.
• Are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. 
•  Are breastfeeding (nursing) or plan to breastfeed. Do not breastfeed. If you become HIV-positive, HIV 

can pass to the baby in breast milk. 

Tell your healthcare provider about all the medicines you take:
•  Keep a list that includes all prescription and over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal 

supplements, and show it to your healthcare provider and pharmacist.
•  Ask your healthcare provider or pharmacist about medicines that should not be taken with TRUVADA 

for PrEP.

HOW TO FURTHER REDUCE YOUR RISK
• Know your HIV status and the HIV status of your partners.
•  Get tested for other sexually transmitted infections. Other infections make it easier for HIV to  

infect you.
•  Get information and support to help reduce risky sexual behavior, such as having fewer sex partners.
•  Do not share needles or personal items that can have blood or body fluids on them.

GET MORE INFORMATION
•  This is only a brief summary of important information about TRUVADA for PrEP. Talk to your 

healthcare provider or pharmacist to learn more, including how to prevent HIV infection.
• Go to start.truvada.com or call 1-800-GILEAD-5
•  If you need help paying for your medicine, visit start.truvada.com for program information.

IMPORTANT FACTS
This is only a brief summary of important information about taking 
TRUVADA for PrEPTM (pre-exposure prophylaxis) to help reduce the 
risk of getting HIV-1 infection. This does not replace talking to your 
healthcare provider about your medicine.

(tru-VAH-dah)

TRUVADA FOR PREP, the TRUVADA FOR PREP Logo, the TRUVADA Blue Pill Design, TRUVADA, GILEAD, and the GILEAD Logo are trademarks of Gilead  
Sciences, Inc., or its related companies. All other marks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners. 
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Aviv. “Those kids are going to be well-protect-
ed,” Lisbona says, chuckling. “We now have 
a jock for every child.” (Montreal Gazette – 
Jon O’Connor at Montrealgazette.com/news/
canada/operation-jockstrap-canadians-do-
nate-350-protective-cups-to-israeli-hock-
ey-players-in-need/wcm/45be8d63-d34e-
48a2-a8d7-c66df8111d84)

Suicide of adult 
actress may 
be linked to 
cyberbullying 

Camarillo, California – The internation-
al Business Times reports that adult actress 
and ex-girlfriend of Hollywood actor Charlie 
Sheen, Brett Rossi, on Wednesday defend-
ed fellow porn actress August Ames after she 
died December 5th in Camarillo, California, 
after reportedly hanging herself. Ames faced 
a Twitter backlash December 3rd, with many 
calling her homophobic, after she advised 
an adult actress against performing with an 
actor who had featured in adult gay movies. 
Suggesting that the backlash may have con-
tributed to Ames taking her own life, Rossi 
tweeted, “A life wasted simply because her 
opinion didn’t mesh with yours.” Ames, real 
name Mercedes Grabowski, was an estab-
lished adult actress, appearing in over 290 
porn films. She won the adult Video News 
Awards twice, in 2015 and 2017.

Reactions to the tweet were swift, with 
one user even directly asking Ames whether 
she was a homophobic person. She defend-
ed herself against the charge, saying she was 
not, adding that many girls don’t shoot porn 
scenes with male performers who had done 
gay porn because of safety issues. She also 
said that she didn’t want to put “my body at 
risk.” She followed with another tweet, saying 
she was attracted toward women herself and 
hence she couldn’t be a homophobic person. 
Ames also tweeted Monday, replying a user 
who told her to apologize, “I don’t have any-

thing to apologize for! Apologizing for taking 
extra steps to ensure that my body stays 
safe? F – – you guys attacking me when 
none of my intentions were malicious. I f – – – 
love the gay community! What the f – – ever! I 
choose who I have inside my body. No hate. ”

However, there were some who did 
support her in this. Others also weighed 
in on Ames’s death on Twitter, pointing to 
the maliciousness of cyberbullying. “Not an 
OD,” wrote Ben Domenech, publisher of The 
Federalist. “She spent three days getting at-
tacked on Twitter as a homophobe and then 
hanged herself. That’s on you, cyberbullies.” 

“So August Ames hung herself after be-
ing cyberbullied for not sleeping with a gay 
porn star,” another user wrote. “The hatred 
of people when hiding behind the internet 
has no bounds. Like she can’t decide what 
to put inside her own vagina without com-
ments. Log off and get a punching bag or 
something.” Meanwhile, according to a 
Facebook post which was deleted, Ames’s 
brother James Grabowski said, “Bullying is 
not a joke.” He then added, “It took my sis-

ter’s life and I can’t get her back. This pain 
I feel cause people couldn’t keep their opin-
ions to themselves is unbearable, although 
I have nothing but hate for each and ev-
eryone of you people who drove her to this 
I still do not wish this pain on you.” t (iBT 

– ayushman Basu at http://www.ibtimes.com/
august-ames-died-because-online-bullies-
adult-actress-brett-rossi-says-2625096?utm_
source=internal&utm_campaign=most_
read&utm_medium=most_read5)

beyonD The belTway

preme Court’s 1973 roe v. Wade decision le-
galizing abortion required states to subsidize 
abortions. In June, the Texas Supreme Court 
threw out the ruling favoring Houston, agree-
ing that the Obergefell decision “did not hold 
that states must provide the same publicly 
funded benefits to all married persons,” and 
remanded the case back to the trial court to 
allow the men to make their arguments again. 
(reuters – andrew Chung at https://www.re-
uters.com/article/us-usa-court-gaymarriage/
top-court-leaves-in-place-texas-ruling-ques-
tioning-gay-spousal-benefits-idUSKBN-
1dY1U7)

Operation 
Jockstrap helps 
Israeli ice hockey 
school 

montreal, Quebec – The Montreal Ga-
zette reports on the efforts of David Lisbona 
a Montreal investment advisor to send 350 
protective cups to the Israeli ice hockey team. 
Lisbona’s instructions to his mother Glenda 
were precise: she was to hit up every Dollara-
ma outlet she could find in her end of montreal 
and clean them out of jockstraps – an essen-
tial piece of hockey equipment that typically 
retails for $15 to $20, but was on offer at the 
discount chain for a mere three bucks a cup.

Lisbona, the younger, had a higher pur-
pose in mind before setting his mother loose. 
The 48-year-old has long been involved in a 
charity that ships hockey bags full of hockey 
gear to Metula, an Israeli town on the Leba-
non border that is home to the country’s only 
Olympic-sized skating rink – plus the Canada 
Israel Hockey School. The school brings to-
gether Jews, Christians, Druze, and Muslim 
Arab boys in the hope that, through hockey, 
they build cross-cultural understanding in a 
region with long simmering tensions. It is also 
a program that, in November, had informed its 
Canadian benefactors that what the players 
needed most wasn’t more skates, or gloves, 
or pants or helmets or goalie pads – but cups 
(aka jockstraps).

 “It was so obvious to me after they told 
us,” David Lisbona says. “We hadn’t been 
sending them cups, and they don’t have 
a culture of tackle football – and they don’t 
really use them for soccer – so they simply 
aren’t available in Israel. ... I had no clue just 
how much was going on out there in terms 
of jockstraps,” Lisbona says. The entire haul, 
at last count, numbered 350. Operation jock-
strap is scheduled to depart Canada on De-
cember 17th, when the 350 cups are booked 
aboard a non-stop flight from Toronto to Tel 

Supreme Court 
lets stand Texas 
court anti-gay 
ruling

washington, DC – Reuters reports that 
the US Supreme Court has refused to hear 
Houston’s appeal of a lower court ruling that 
threw into doubt the city’s spousal benefits to 
gay married municipal employees, allowing 
a case that tests the reach of the landmark 
2015 decision legalizing same-sex marriage 
nationwide to proceed. On December 4th the 
justices left intact a June ruling by the Repub-
lican-dominated Texas Supreme Court that 
revived a lawsuit backed by a conservative 
group aimed at blocking Houston from of-
fering such benefits. The high court’s action 
set no nationwide precedent but may give a 
boost to conservative legal efforts to limit the 
effects of its decision in the case Obergefell 
v. Hodges that the fundamental right to marry 

is guaranteed to gay couples under the US 
Constitution. The case will now proceed in a 
Texas state court, which could decide to stop 
the benefits offered by the fourth most pop-
ulous US city. Such a ruling again could be 
appealed to the nation’s top court.

The Houston case began in 2013 when 
Jack Pidgeon, a local Christian pastor, and 
Larry Hicks, an accountant, sued the city af-
ter Annise Parker, a Democrat who was its 
first openly gay mayor, gave municipal spou-
sal benefits such as health insurance and life 
insurance to same-sex married couples. Pid-
geon and Hicks argued that the benefits vio-
lated the Texas constitution and state and lo-
cal laws against same-sex marriage. A state 
trial court initially sided with them, but after 
the 2015 Obergefell decision, an appeals 
court reversed that ruling.

Lawyers for Pidgeon and Hicks told the 
state Supreme Court that the Obergefell rul-
ing should be interpreted narrowly and did not 
require states to give taxpayer subsidies to 
same-sex couples any more than the US Su-

—continued from page 5

These news notes have been compiled, 
with permission, from the online version 
of various newspapers and other web 
sites. We thank these publications for 
allowing us to bring you their news sto-
ries. Usually the reports have been sig-
nificantly edited and you can read the 
full story by going to the web site men-
tioned following the item. Comments 
are strictly the opinions of Jim Becker 
and not of BalTimore oUTloUd or Pride 
Media.

Texas justices, if that’s not an oxymoron

Protecting what’s sacred to Jews, Druze, 
Christians, and muslims alike

august ames – hounded to death?
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This year the GLCCB has a lot to be proud 
of. We had a larger Pride than last year, we 
had our first Women’s event in March and we 
averaged about 40 programs monthly. In ad-
dition to this we improved our case manage-
ment services, servicing more people than 
years past. 2017 was a good improvement 
and we have lots to celebrate. At the same 
time we are looking forward to 2018. We 
want to grow and expand our services to be 
more inclusive of our greater community. We 
plan on implementing more programs that 
are geared to families, elders, deaf and Lat-
inx communities. We have a small staff but 
we pack a big heart. 

In support of our continued growth I ask 

Our End of the year Big Ask
that you think of your Center this holiday sea-
son. Please consider giving to the GLCCB 
to help us to continue to grow and serve our 
large community and more importantly to be-
come the community center that you want us 
to be. Please visit our end of the year cam-
paign and give what you can. You can find 
the link to our campaign here https://www.
crowdrise.com/end-of-year-giving1/fundrais-
er/glccb and on our website. 

With warm Holiday Wishes your Center
https://www.crowdrise.com/end-of-year-

giving1/fundraiser/glccb

By Lonnie Walker

A homeless individual is defined in section 
330(h)(5)(A) as “an individual who lacks 
housing (without regard to whether the 
individual is a member of a family), includ-
ing an individual whose primary residence 
during the night is a supervised public or 
private facility (e.g., shelters) that provides 
temporary living accommodations, and an 
individual who is a resident in transition-

al housing.” A homeless person is an in-
dividual without permanent housing who 
may live on the streets; stay in a shelter, 
mission, single room occupancy facilities, 
abandoned building or vehicle; or in any 
other unstable or non-permanent situa-
tion. [Section 330 of the Public Health Ser-
vice Act (42 U.S.C., 254b)] …A recognition 
of the instability of an individual’s living 
arrangements is critical to the definition of 
homelessness. 

Homelessness And Youth In Baltimore
(HRSA/Bureau of Primary Health 

Care, Program Assistance Letter 99-12, 
Health Care for the Homeless Principles of 
Practice)

Homeless, as most people see it, are 
your men and women on the street begging, 
smelling and sleeping on the park bench. Ask 
yourself this question – “Do anyone really 
choose to be homeless?” 

In 2016, it has been reported that 564,708 
people in the United States are homeless, at 
least the ones that were counted. When we 
talk about youth, 550,000 unaccompanied, 
single youth and young adults under the age 
of 24 experience a homelessness episode 
of longer than one week in 2016. More than 
half-million youth in America are still home-
less. 

You might ask yourself if this is a dream. 
To these youth, it is reality. When you consider 
LQBTQ/SGL youth and youth of color, it is a 
staggering number of 110,000.  This is one of 
the most vulnerable homeless populations. A 
substantial number of young people who iden-
tify as LGBTQ/SGL say that they live in a com-
munity or family that is not accepting of their 
lifestyle. In fact, LGBTQ/SGL youths make up 
40% of runaway kids across the country. Rea-
sons like Family rejection, abuse, and neglect 
are major reasons LGBTQ/SGL youth end up 
on the streets. Additionally, homeless LGBTQ/
SGL youth are, substantially more likely than 
heterosexual homeless youth, to be victims 
of sexual assault and abuse. LGBTQ/SGL 
homeless youth are twice as likely to commit 
suicide compared to heterosexual homeless 
youth. Thanks to the ballroom scene, many of 
these youths have found protection and family 
amongst each other. 

Here in Baltimore youth homelessness 

is as real as apple pie we see youth home-
lessness first hand through our nonprofit 
program JOY Baltimore, words like Bandos, 
couch surfing and survival sex are real life 
accurances here in Baltimore. JOY Baltimore 
which serves Homeless, Runaway and Dis-
placed Youth ages 13-24. We have primary a 
focus on reaching out to SGL/LGBTQ youth 
for they are an underserved population. De-
spite our lack of funding, we can help youth 
find permanent housing, food, clothing, hy-
giene supplies, mental health or just an ear to 
talk. JOY is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week, and meet our youth wherever they are. 
If we do not deal with their immediate needs, 
we cannot help them with anything else. We 
partner with many programs throughout the 
city to help move our youth and young adults 
forward 

Our youth are very resourceful, and they 
did not ask for the cards that life has dealt 
them. If we, as adults and providers, are not 
assisting them in their time of need, they will 

Continued on page 12
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THE LATEST UPDATES FROM THE GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL, AND TRANSGENDER 
COMMUNITY CENTER OF BALTIMORE AND CENTRAL MARYLAND

THE LATEST UPDATES FROM THE GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL, AND TRANSGENDER 
COMMUNITY CENTER OF BALTIMORE AND CENTRAL MARYLAND

Events Calendar: December 2017 / January 20018
Sundays Mondays Tuesdays Wednesdays Thursdays Fridays Saturdays

12/24
Narcotics Anonymous
   11:00am-1:00pm
Gentle Mindful Yoga
   3:30pm-4:45pm ($10)

12/31
Narcotics Anonymous 
   11:00am-1:00pm
Gentle Mindful Yoga
   3:30pm-4:45pm ($10)

12/25
Merry Christmas!
   CLOSED

01/01/2018
Happy New Year!
   CLOSED

12/26
Kwanzaa Celebration
   7:00pm-9:00pm

01/02
Giovanni’s Room 
Poetry Workshop
   6:30pm-8:30pm ($5)
SILhouette
   7:30pm-9:30pm

12/27
Free & Confidential HIV 
Testing
   6:30pm-8:30pm
The Mankind Project
   6:30pm-8:30pm
Sexual Compulsives 
Anonymous
   7:00p-8:00pm
Vogue Practice
   6:00pm-10:00pm 

01/03
Free & Confidential HIV 
Testing
   6:30pm-8:30pm
The Mankind Project
   6:30pm-8:30pm
Sexual Compulsives 
Anonymous
   7:00p-8:00pm
Trans Baltimore
   7:00pm-9:00pm

12/28
Youth Against 
Oppression
   4:30pm-6:30pm

01/04 
Youth Against 
Oppression
   4:30pm-7;00pm

12/22
Sistas of the “t”  
Holiday Party
   6:00pm-9:00pm
TAG Outreach
   12:00am-4:00am

12/29

01/05
Giovanni’s Room Open 
Mic featuring 
Be Steadwell
   7:00pm-10:00pm

12/23
Alcoholics Anonymous
   5:00pm-8:00pm

12/30
Alcoholics Anonymous 
   5:00pm-8:00pm

01/06
Alcoholics Anonymous 
   5:00pm-8:00pm

Conversion therapy is a discredited psycho-
therapy approach that includes any effort that 
attempts to change a person’s sexual orien-
tation or gender identity. Conversion therapy, 
which is also referred to as reparative therapy, 
ex-gay therapy or sexual orientation change 
therapy, involves various harmful and scien-
tifically unsupported practices such as expo-
sure to aversive stimuli, shaming and blaming 
children and teens who express a sexual ori-
entation other than heterosexual or a gender 
identity other than cisgender.  Conversion 
therapies are based on the false premise that 
non-heterosexual orientations are pathologi-
cal and should be changed; this is contradict-
ed by decades of medical and psychological 
research.  Prohibited in 10 states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia, conversion therapies have 
been shown to contribute to depression, anxi-
ety, substance abuse and suicidality.  Conver-
sion therapy is considered harmful by numer-
ous major professional organizations such 
as the American Academy of Pediatrics, the 
American Psychiatric Association, the Amer-
ican Psychological Association, the National 
Association of School Psychologists, and the 
National Association of Social Workers.  

Regardless of religious or political be-
liefs, a law to ban conversion therapy in the 
state of Maryland would not only protect mi-

nors, but also parents and families from being 
deceived about these harmful and ineffective 
practices.

A number of organizations are currently 
working toward the passage of a law in Mary-
land to ban the dangerous practice of conver-
sion therapy, including WISE (Women Indi-
visible, Strong and Effective) of Anne Arundel 
County, Human Rights Campaign and Free 
State Justice.  We have built a coalition of or-
ganizations in Maryland who are supportive 
of this bill, including religious groups, mental 
health groups, LGBTQ advocacy groups in-
cluding the GLCCB.  We plan to propose such 
a bill during the 2018 legislative session.

In December, representatives from WISE 
and Free State Justice will be at GLCCB to 
talk about conversion therapy, its harmful 
effects and the efforts to pass a bill banning 
conversion therapy for minors in Maryland.  
They will also discuss other LGBTQ advocacy 
work in the state of Maryland.   On December 
7 2017 at 6:30 pm we gave a talk at the GL-
CCB – the talk was informative and led to a 
lively discussion.

Combating Conversion Therapy
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truly become the next adult homeless popula-
tion. Yes, there are shortages of resources in 
every city throughout the US. We have always 
believed that before we provide resources to 
other countries about their poverty issues, we 
must clean up ours. 

JOY Baltimore has worked with sev-
eral youths in the Baltimore area as part of 
our goal is to help end youth homelessness. 
We believe in empowering youth to be their 
own best advocate for their needs. One of our 
youth expressed, “ I’m homeless, but I still 
have an opinion” -TM. Despite their current 
circumstances, they still have a voice that de-
serves to be heard.

Through our outreach efforts, JOY has 
been able to assist several youths achieve 
many of their goals. We helped thirty-five with 
vital records (i.e. social security cards, birth 
certificates, etc.) We provided several 2017 
high school seniors with their prom attire. 
JOY helped several achieve their high school 
diploma and pursue secondary education or 
find employment with local businesses.

We have been fortunate to build several 
partnerships with other awesome programs 
throughout Baltimore this year. Along with 
Youthworks, JOY was able to employ twenty 
(20) youths for the summer. Also as part of 
the 100-Day National Challenge to End Youth 
Homelessness, JOY and our agency part-
ners, were able to house over (132) youth in 
stable housing. We were also able to take four 

(4) formally homeless youth to the National 
100-Day Challenge Conference in Louisville, 
Kentucky where we were presenters.

This year, JOY Baltimore had our 1st 
“Oh Give Thanks” Dinner on Thanksgiving 
Day, November 23, 2017 to feed runaway, 
homeless and displaced youth. It was a free 
event with music, dancing, food, haircuts, and 
much, much. more. Thanks to our corporate 
and community sponsors, we were able to 
help (100) youths with coats, gift cards, hy-
giene kits and free haircuts. 

JOY is currently sponsoring our 1st An-
nual “A Miracle on Pennsylvania Avenue” in 
Partnership with The Historic Arch Social 
Club & The Baltimore International Black Film 
Festival This Magical Christmas Tree Lighting 
will be on December 22nd, 2017. It’s going to 
be held from 5pm to 9pm at the historic Arch 
Social Club, 2426 Pennsylvania Avenue, Bal-
timore, Maryland. We will have food, music, 
marching bands, entertainment, pictures with 
Santa, and much, much more. We will also be 
distributing toys to our Toys for Tots recipients. 

JOY Baltimore’s work is to continue 
to help LGBTQ/SGL Youth and all Youth 
throughout this whole city no matter how you 
identify we are here to help.

JOY Baltimore needs your help to contin-
ue our mission. For more Information on ways 
you can donate, go to our website, www.joy-
baltimore.org. You can also like us on Face-
book, Instagram and Twitter for more program 
update.

“These are all our children. We will profit 
by, or pay for whatever they become.” -James 
Baldwin 

6:50pm Meeting Called to Order

Present:   Jabari Lyles, Vanna Belton, Lorena De Leon, Kayla Tullis, Chris Weis, David Sugar

Brief intro to how the board meeting is run by Jabari to start the meeting.

October minutes approved
Board Introductions

Board Report:
•	 New board members, Lorena, Merrick, Vanna and Anthony added to the board
•	 Board Google Drive folder shared with board by Jabari

Operations & Communications:
•	 Reengaged new e-mail distribution system, Send in Blue; more focus on communica-

tions this year
•	 Continue to work with webmaster for the website updates
•	 Document management nothing new
•	 Workforce management - new part time front desk receptionist/office administrator
•	 Volunteer list was cleaned up; more communication to schedule volunteers
•	 Workforce management - time clock is now in place

•	 Mimi applied to Community law center to receive new legal services; previous legal 
counsel no longer can help - board approved

•	 New Partnership with Hopkins syphilis reduction program, will be using space at the 
center starting in April.  They will pay $500/month for a room for program space

•	 No articles of incorporation copies, Mimi ordered new copies
•	 Financial management - all past due 990s have been submitted
•	 Financial management - can move into our first financial audit
•	 990s IRS penalties, 4 or 5 were filed late with $10,000 fines, 1 has been forgiven so 

far
•	 HD Grants awards were announced, 1506 $61k reduction
•	 ViiV, year 2 has started, $100,000 grant, $37k goes to the center
•	 Brother Help Thyself grant applied for in the amount of $20,000
•	 Just received $10,000 Community Foundation Grant
•	 YAO, applying for another YAR grant, asking for another $2k for this year
•	 Fundraisers and Revenue - pride volunteers meeting tomorrow, November 15th
•	 Fundraisers and Revenue - End of the year campaign, made a big announcement in 

outloud; also doing a year in review

Finance Report:  281,997.02 Ending balance for October

Program Report:
•	 Safe Space

•	 Served 507 individuals for October
•	 127 general walk-ins
•	 61 for AA
•	 59 for NA
•	 40 for Giovanni’s Room

•	 Cultural Events
•	 Halloween Party was thrown for the community, 40 attendees and family 

oriented
•	 Case Management

•	 Total of 92 cases that we worked with for the month of October, our goal is 
75, we met and surpassed our goal

•	 Education Advocacy
•	 One panel session on PrEP
•	 Lecture for MSM community

•	 Outreach Activities
•	 Monthly meet and greets, with different organizations

•	 Incident Report (not reported publicly)
•	 3 total
•	 Family members watching porn
•	 Family members saying sexually explicit things to other family members
•	 Family members were misgendered

•	 3 new programs
•	 Sisters of perpetual indulgence
•	 City on the Rise
•	 Sexual Compulsive Anonymous

Tabling security discussion for the next meeting.

Board recruitment, need for a lawyer and need for a financial person

New Business:  Lorena - Co-chair of development committee
Look at by-laws
LGBT Leadership Council - Reactivate, looking at adding certain people to the group
Took nominations for executive board elections in December
Fiscal FY18 operating budget - need to go over one
December 9th Strategic Planning for FY18 - FY23 - 10am - 4pm
Executive Director Supervision - look at work plans from Mimi and Kenneth
Fundraising and partnerships - work with Mary Washington from Lorena De Leon, looking at ways 
to bring money into the center, Mary Washington is on the Ways and Means Committee

Next board meeting December 12th is private
Adjourned at 9:40

Homelessness and 
Youth In Baltimore

October Minutes

Continued from page 10
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ness of it is also something that we found 
that we found in the story and also in our 
adaptation.”

For Josh Luxenburg, it was a joy to 
bring the show to his hometown, and he 
talks excitedly about the way the Baltimore 
theatre scene has exploded since he was 
young. He is also dedicated to the vision of 
contemporary theatre that he and partner 
Levin strive to create with each work, what 

21+ to enter  |  9pm till ???
Dj Steve Henderson

$15 before 10pm, $20 after 10pm
Free Champagne toast at midnight

21+ to enter  |  9pm till ???
Dj Steve Henderson

$15 before 10pm, $20 after 10pm
Free Champagne toast at midnight

Baltimore 
Theatre Shines

Thinking ouTlouD

“Ladies and gentlemen, look upon this 
man sitting on his meager pallet of straw, 
this unfortunate man who, for the amuse-
ment of all of you here, has foregone phys-
ical nourishment for 40 days … this Hun-
ger artist, who without dispute the greatest 
practioner of his craft the world over has 
sat in this very cage in this mighty hall and 
has not taken even the slightest morsel of 
sustenance.”

So, states the impresario of a Hunger 
artist, and if one needed any more evi-
dence that the Baltimore theatre scene is 
vibrant and exploding, there was Baltimore 
Theatre Project’s limited performance run 
of this show last week. Once again, the 
small Preston Street theatre proved itself 
to be the source of creative and innovative 
theatre, and it was a homecoming for a 
Baltimore playwright to boot. Bal-
timore native Josh 
Luxenburg, a grad-
uate of the Balti-
more School for 
the Arts, wrote the 
script for the one-
man play starring 
performer Jonathan 
Levin. The two are 
cofounders and di-
rectors of Sinking 
Ship Productions 
based in Brooklyn, 
and they brought the show to 
Baltimore after successful runs Off-Broad-
way and at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival 
in Scotland.

a Hunger artist is based on the Franz 
Kafka short story of the same name, and 
is in fact the last story Kafka approved for 
publication shortly before his death in 1924 
(he ordered the other unfinished works to 
be burned). As he finished editing the story 
he was suffering from laryngeal tuberculo-
sis and was literally starving to death, as 
the illness caused his throat to close up 
and left him unable to take in any nourish-
ment. What emerged from that suffering 
was a quintessential Kafkaesque treatise 

on art, suffering, 
the conjunction 
of the two, and 
the limits of pure 
artistic sacrifice. 
Luxenburg’s ad-
aptation brings 
that vision pow-
erfully to life and 
is an example of 
physical theatre 
at its best, in-
corporating pup-
petry, Victorian 
miniatures, old 
vaudeville style 
performing, a 
simple set with 
innovative stag-
ing, audience 
participation, and a little bit of theatre mag-
ic to create a truly memorable experience.

a Hunger artist tells of a performer 
whose performance art is to not eat for 40 
days, in a cage and as public spectacle. 
The story’s arc spans the peak of hungering 
artistry from its glory days of to its long de-
cline, as just another side show act outside 
the main circus tent, the object of neglect 
and disbelief among the thoughtless pass-
ers-by. The show transforms from a nostal-
gic tale illuminating a forgotten art form into 
a dark and exploration of suffering of art, as 
public spectacle, and the price and purity of 

artistic integrity. 
P e r f o r m e r 

Jonathan Levin 
describes the sto-
ry’s base as an 
illumination of a 
“performing art 
form that used 
to be popular 
back in the day 
when thousands 
of people would 
come --huge op-
era houses with 

packed audience til late at night, torches 
– this whole opulent spectacle and then … 
how now nobody is really interested in it 
anymore.” 

And there’s more: “I think there was 
definitely something resonant for us about 
that as theatre artists trying to make work 
today and also feeling unsure about the 
place of theatre as time moves forward – so 
that’s very much a part of the piece itself, 
and there’s also even something a little bit 
darker under that, the idea that this written 
in 1922 so there’s a little bit of a premo-
nition for darker things to come, a person 
sitting in a cage written by Kafka who’s a 
Jew in Prague, and so the kind of ominous-

he calls the DIY theatre movement. “That 
movement, and I think it is a movement, is 
one of the most exciting things that’s hap-
pening in theatre in Baltimore and around 
the world,” he says. “Because theatre has 
gotten so expensive to make, the DIY scene 
is a response to that because it’s people re-
claiming the ability to do this ourselves,” he 
continues. “We want to make theatre that 
feels like it is handmade and feels like it is 
something that the audience is a participant 
in rather than separated from by a distance, 
by a screen or by a stage.”

“What’s most interesting,” Luxenburg 
declares, ”is that people are mixing in dif-
ferent techniques, different kinds of ways of 
making theatre and of experiencing theatre 
and there’s a lot of interest in immersive 
theatre, in really erasing the boundaries 
between audience and performers and a 
sense of what does it mean to bring in mul-
tidisciplinary work.”

a Hunger artist is another success from 
the Baltimore Theatre Project. We all need 
to make it our business to be filling those 
seats, for each and every innovative show 
they produce. t

For more info about upcoming shows, 
go to Theatreproject.org; about Josh Lux-
enburg’s work, Sinkingship.com. 

Pointing
By Sage Piper
it Out

hungry, like, 
you know, for 
justice
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drunk and brings up all kinds of past griev-
ances and will not let go…. Yeah, I hear you. 
Those do happen. Not to mention anything 
weather-related.

But then, there are also those moments 
of joy when you see a relative, a friend, or 
even a partner you haven’t seen in eons and 
much laughter ensues. Or watching the slow 
descent of snowflakes. The glitter of lights 
and decorations that make everyplace fes-
tive. Who wouldn’t mention Baltimore’s 34th 
Street extravaganza? That has made it into 
USa Today’s “Neighborhoods with the most 
outrageous Christmas lights in every state”! 
Yay!

So it comes down to just how much in 
control we feel about our moods, the exter-
nal factors that affect them, and what we 
can or will do about focusing on the negative 
as opposed to seeking the positive.

It‘s also helpful if you remind yourself 
that, in the words of Persian Sufi poets, 
“This too shall pass.” Knowing that anything 
is time-limited makes it easier to get through 
the event. I remember a dentist who used 
to remark what percentage he was done 
with as he was drilling. It sure helped when 
you heard he was 50% done! It adds to a 
sense of control, whether it is actual or in 
our minds.

Getting away from feeling like a victim 
of circumstances, reminding yourself of all 
the things you can be grateful of, and al-
ways trying to balance the negativity with 
positive thoughts bring comfort and add to 
a feeling of stability and confidence. I can 
well imagine that there may be people skep-
tical of this approach to life. But do give it 
a try and don’t give up quickly. You may be 
surprised that some of this what some call 
psychology mumbo-jumbo works! The mind 
is a great learner, but it is also capable of 
unlearning and substituting new lessons, 
especially when said learnings enhance our 
happiness.

In the spirit of the times, I wish everyone 
a happy and healthy holiday season! t

 
Dear Dr. Eva,

Will body jewelry set off a metal detec-
tor?

Frequent Flier
 

Dear FF,
Typical sized body jewelry will not set 

off most walk-through metal detectors, but 
may be detected by a hand held screening 
wand. Be prepared for an interesting con-
versation! t

eva Hersh is a Baltimore family physician. 
Send your comments and questions to her by 
email at editor@baltimoreoutloud.com.

Dear Dr Eva,
I’ve been thinking for a while 

about getting my nipples pierced. 
I like the idea of having them 
pierced, but at the same time I wonder 
what will happen if I have a baby and de-
cide to breastfeed. Could the nipples get 
damaged from piercing in a way that could 
interfere with feeding a baby?

Thanks,
Cat

 
Dear Cat,

Healing time after nipple piercing can 
take as little as six weeks or as much as 
six months, depending on how your partic-
ular skin type heals. Unless you’re prone 
to scar or develop keloids (an unusually 
thick scar), piercing your nipples should 
not interfere with breast-feeding. There are 
many milk ducts in each nipple and only a 
few are damaged by piercing. Nipple jew-
elry should be removed in the sixth month 
of pregnancy to allow the nipples to heal 
before beginning breast-feeding. You can 
start wearing your nipple jewelry again 
three months after you stop breast-feed-
ing. At that point, the nipples might have 
to be re-pierced: piercings often will close 
after months of non-use.

 
Dear Dr. Eva,
Will getting my genitals 

pierced put me at greater 
risk for sexually transmitted 
infections?

Not pierced yet
 
Dear Not-Yet,
Years ago, it was 

thought that once a pierc-
ing completely healed, the 
pierced person was not at 
increased risk for sexual-
ly transmitted infections 
(STD’s). More recent 
research suggests that 
may not be true. In a 
study from Australia 

Piercing 
Questions

Open Wide
ask Dr Eva

Dr Eva Hersh

based on interviews of 75 gay men who 
were recently infected with HIV, five of the 
men had picked up HIV by receiving oral 
sex. Of those five, three had genital pierc-
ings. This suggests that for HIV at least, 
and likely other infections as well, having 
a piercing increases risk of acquiring in-
fections. This is probably because having 
genital jewelry causes constant microtrau-
ma, resulting in small open wounds around 

the jewelry that become entry sites 
for infections.

 
Dear Dr. Eva,

I am considering getting a body 
piercing or tattoo. Is it possible to 
pick up any infections, especially 

HIV, from piercing or tattoos? How can I 
tell if the procedure is done safely?

Considering It
 

Dear Considering,
It is not common, but it is possible to 

get HIV, and more often viral hepatitis C, 
when getting a piercing or a tattoo if ster-
ile methods aren’t used. The most import-
ant safety factor in getting a piercing is to 
make sure that the needle used for pierc-
ing your skin is brand new and could not 
have been used on anyone 
else. To make sure of this, 
the piercer should let you see 
the needle in its sterile pack-
aging before it is opened. It is 
also possible, although less 
likely, to get a viral infection 
transmitted via tattooing ink. 
A responsible tattoo artist will 
use new sterile containers of ink for each 
client. Again, you should see the sealed 
tattoo ink packets being opened. Some 
artists pour ink from a large bottle into in-
dividual disposable containers for each cli-
ent. This is a safe technique as long as no 
needles are ever placed in the large bottle 

to draw ink.
It is much more 

common to get a bac-
terial infection after 
piercing, rather than a 
viral infection like HIV 
or hepatitis. Because 
bacteria is always 
present on the skin, 
bacterial infections can 
occur with any piercing 
but they are most com-
mon with  navel (belly 
button) piercings. Signs 
of infection include pain, 
redness, swelling, warmth 
in the pierced area, and 
fluid or pus draining from 

QualiTy oF liFe // HEALTH AND WELLNESS

the piercing.
 Tongue piercing deserves a special 

mention, because it carries extra risks. 
If the tongue swells after piercing, it can 

interfere with breathing. If 
tongue jewelry breaks or be-
comes loose it can cause 
choking. Chips and cracks in 
the teeth are also common 
after tongue piercing. Tongue 
piercing is also unique in that 
the tongue is a muscle rather 
than skin. The function of the 

tongue muscle can be permanently dam-
aged by piercing.

Dear Dr. Eva,
What is a PA? Is it the same as a Prince 

Albert?
Feeling Ignorant

 
Dear Iggy,

A Prince Albert or PA piercing is a type 
of penis piercing in which a metal ring is 
passed through the urethra  (the urine out-
let), through the glans (tip)  and out the 
undersurface of the penis, just below the 
glans. 

The name is based on the rumor that 
Queen Victoria’s husband Prince Albert 
had one of these piercings. PA’s make 
a dramatic fashion statement, but often 
cause problems. Piercing through the ure-
thra can create a permanent tract which 
never heals, resulting in urine flowing from 
the base of the piercing in an unattractive 
and messy spray. PA’s also increase the 
risk of urinary infections.

Approaching this time of the year, I hear a 
lot of moans and groans, and for sure, there 
can be a lot to complain about. The rush to 
make sure you get the right gifts; the ago-
ny of figuring out where you are going, by 
what means, and how much that will cost; 
that knot inside when you think of being with 
some family and friends who typically get 
into arguments; that uncle or aunt who gets 

Holidays: Savor 
vs. Dread

Dr. J
Ask

Janan Broadbent, Ph.D.

Top to 
bottom
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by monTe ePhRaim
Chase Brexton Health Care
Millions of Americans are living 
with hepatitis C, a blood-borne 
disease that attacks the liver and 
if left untreated can cause se-
vere health problems. But three 
in four people infected were born 
between 1945 and 1965, making LGBT el-
ders particularly susceptible to the disease.

Fortunately, hep C can be diagnosed 
with a fast, easy test, and Chase Brexton’s 
Infectious Disease Center of Excellence 
has developed a comprehensive treatment 
program which successfully cured 98% 
of hep C patients who participated in it in 
2016.

Details of this program and answers to 
pressing questions about the disease will 
be offered at an upcoming Lunch & 
Learn workshop hosted by The 
LGBT Health Resource Cen-
ter of Chase Brexton Health 
Care. The workshop is 
scheduled for Thursday, 
January 11th from noon 
to 1:30 pm in the com-
munity rooms at Chase 
Brexton’s Mount Ver-
non Center (1111 North 
Charles Street, Balti-
more). 

Anyone interested 
in attending or receiving 
more information on this 
upcoming Lunch and Learn 
workshop may RSVP to lgbt@
chasebrexton.org or call 410-
837-2050 x1049.

We asked Christine Meehan, Hepatitis 
C Program Coordinator with Chase Brexton 
Health Care, to share some facts about the 
disease and how it can be treated.

what is hepatitis C? what health ef-
fects can it have?

Hepatitis C is a virus that is spread 
through contact with an infected person’s 
blood. Chronic, or long-lasting, hepatitis C 
can live in the body for many years without 
the person knowing they are sick. Hepati-
tis C affects the way our liver functions in 
the body; the liver is important for breaking 
down alcohol, medication, and food, and 
also acts to get rid of toxins in the body. 
Hepatitis C can cause your liver to become 
scarred and not work properly. It can even 
lead to liver disease and liver cancer if left 

                    Poses Risk 
to LGBT Elders, But Treatment and 
Cure are Available

1980s, we did not know 
a lot about viruses that 

could be transmitted through 
blood contact. We did not un-
derstand the importance of 
using gloves for medical pro-
cedures and vaccinations or 

proper hand-washing techniques. 
how can Chase brexton help me get 

tested? is there a cure?
Chase Brexton offers free hepatitis 

C testing for non-patients as well as rou-
tine screening for patients who are at risk. 
Luckily, there is a cure for hepatitis C and 

Chase Brexton offers treatment 
to patients who are infected. 

Our care team of doctors, 
pharmacists, nurses, 

and case managers 
are eager to test, 
treat, and cure pa-
tients. 

what do you 
hope lgbT el-
ders take away 
from your pre-
sentation?

What I hope 
they take away 

would be knowledge. 
Approximately 3.5 mil-

lion people in the US 
are infected with hepatitis 

untreated.
why is hep C so prevalent 

among older adults?
Hepatitis C is most com-

mon among older adults 
because before the 

Christine 
meehan

Sexual Health
Men’s

Dudley Seth Danoff, MD

When the new year rolls around, many 
people turn their attention to improving 
their health and make resolutions to try out 
a new diet or join a gym. Choices like these 
are great for personal well-being, and they 
have the added benefit of improving your 
sex life. If you’re a gay man, you may have 
some additional health needs to stay on 
top of in 2018 – but isn’t having your hot-
test year yet worth the extra effort? Here 
are five resolutions that can help you stay 
healthy and virile next year:

1)if you are having any trouble get-
ting or keeping an erection, consider 
getting some of those “magic pills” that 
increase blood circulation, such as Viagra 
and Cialis. Before taking any erectile dys-
function drugs, however, 
you should consult your 
doctor and discuss po-
tential complications with 
other medications you’re 
taking. ED drugs are dan-
gerous for patients who 
are taking nitroglycerine for 
coronary artery disease. ED 
pills also don’t mix well with 
some “recreational drugs.” 
Certain HIV medications 
can increase both the effec-
tiveness of ED pills and their 
potential side effects, so the 
smallest possible dose of ED 
drugs must be used to bal-
ance safety with performance.

2) Practice safe sex and 
protect yourself against 
AIDS. Knowing that your 
partner has passed an 
HIV test is not always 
enough, as the virus can 
be transmitted before it shows up in a test. 
The deadly virus can find its way into your 
bloodstream through any minor break or 
crack, either in your skin or in the mucous 
membranes lining any body cavity. When in 
doubt, heed the usual advice about using 
condoms or avoiding intercourse. Condoms 

may cramp your style, and, yes, sex feels 
a lot better without them – but your life is 
at stake. You can love sex even with latex. 
You just have to do it with discernment, 
caution, and care.

3)one issue that is blind to sexual 
orientation is prostate cancer, the sec-
ond-leading cause of death in men in Amer-
ica. More than 200,000 cases are detected 
each year in the US alone. The best way to 
beat prostate cancer is with an early diag-
nosis, and the key to early diagnosis is a 
yearly digital rectal examination by a quali-
fied examiner, a PSA (prostate-specific an-
drogen) blood test, and an ultrasonic-guid-
ed prostate biopsy, if needed. Published 
data has shown that a PSA in conjunction 
with a digital rectal examination doubles 
the detection rate of early prostate cancer. 
Though bringing up cancer can feel scary, 
asking for a PSA screening is one of the 
best ways you can protect yourself from 
this threat.

4)make the resolution to turn up the 
heat on your sex life – have as much safe 
sex as you can fit into your schedule. Fre-
quent sexual activity is a sure way to in-
crease your cardiovascular fitness, mental 
acuity, inner enthusiasm, and psychological 
tranquility. This is the time to be more in-
novative in the bedroom and more adven-
turesome with your partner. The greatest 

aphrodisiac is love itself. 
Be creative, be bold, be 
proactive, and care pas-
sionately about the needs 
of your partner, and the re-
wards will be endless.

5) a healthy diet and 
vigorous exercise pro-
gram are essential for 
sexual fitness. Doctors 
recommend 30 minutes 
of aerobic exercises four 
or five times a week to 
maintain cardiovascular 
fitness. Avoid overeat-
ing, refrain from exces-
sive drinking, and make 
sure you consume plen-
ty of fiber. A diet high 
in fiber and protein but 

low in saturated fats and simple sug-
ars is effective at both helping men 
maintain their prowess and prevent-
ing diseases such as atherosclero-

sis, diabetes, and prostate cancer. t
dudley Seth danoff, Md, is president 

and founder of the Cedars-Sinai Medical 
Center Tower Urology Group in Los ange-
les, on of the american Board of Urology, 
and the author of The UlTimaTe GUide To 
male SexUal healTh.

Five Healthy Sex 
Habits for Gay 

Men in 2018

baedeker
to things hard

and spurty

You gotta 
love your 
liver

Hepatitis C

C and don’t know they have it. I 
would like to educate the elders, so 

they can be properly tested, and if needed, 
treated and cured. Or, that elder can edu-
cate a friend, family member, or loved one 
who may be at risk and hasn’t been tested 
or treated. t

For or more information about hepatitis 
C, please contact lgbt@chasebrexton.org, 
call 410-837-2050 extension 1049, or visit 
www.chasebrexton.org/hepC.

The LGBT Health resource Center of 
Chase Brexton Health Care is to provide 
LGBTQ individuals and their families with 
welcoming access to expert health informa-
tion and resources that will enhance well-
ness and quality of life. For more info, visit 
resourceCenter.lgbt.
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AS WE WRITE THIS, DOUG JONES has 
defeated Roy Moore in a special senate 
election in Alabama and Time magazine has 
named “The Silence Breakers,” the women 
who have brought to glaring light work[pace 
sexual harassment, especially by men with 
power. Both of these events could be a har-
binger of a long overdue social and political 
awakening. However, given our society’s 
difficulty with rational discussions about 
sex, we fear there a moral panic may be 
the outcome. As Masha Gessen recently 
wrote in the New Yorker, citing the work of 
pioneering feminist scholar Gayle Rubin, we 
seem to be in a period of renegotiating sex-
ual norms that tend to lead to “ever more 
restrictive regimes of closely regulating sex-
uality.” 

Roy Moore was totally incompetent and 
would have been a disgrace in the US Sen-
ate long before allegations of his sexual 
predilections became public. He has a long 
history of bigotry, homophobia, and defiance 
of the federal courts. In a 2011 interview, he 
called for repeal of all of the amendments 
to the US constitution after the 10th amend-
ment – that includes the ones that banned 
slavery and granted women the right to 
vote!. He is a man who was twice elected 
and twice removed as the chief judge of 
the Alabama Supreme Court. Unfortunate-
ly, his defeat may have more to do with his 
alleged “pedophilia,” although none of his 
accusers say they were prepubescent at the 
time.  This is not to say that the allegations 
made by his accusers are insignificant. They 
raise serious concerns about his judgment 
and behavior and certainly some of what is 
alleged would be a crime if true. However, 
that is not the point we’re trying to make 
here. Rather, we are concerned about our 
society’s continued ability to become hyster-
ical on all matters related to sexual behav-
ior. Certainly the conduct of Harvey Wein-
stein, Kevin Spacey, Matt Lauer, and Charlie 
Rose, to mention a few, was at best rude, 
and possibly criminal. What concerns us is 
the bandwagon on which the whole country 
seems to be jumping. Minnesota Senator Al 
Franken is forced out for poor behavior that 
certainly did not warrant the end to his ca-
reer. And in the case of Kevin Spacey, there 
is the added gay component. 

The power differentials between men 
and women and the acculturation of men 
and women in this society make sexual ha-
rassment, sexual assault, and sexual mis-
cues very predictable. That is not the case 
as much in male same-sex relationships. 
At least in the past, men were taught con-
sciously and unconsciously to be in control 

EDITORIAL: #MeToo & the Perils of Shooting First
Thinking ouTlouD

of their sexual desires. Again, Mr. Spacey 
clearly acted inappropriately and given his 
high profile within the Hollywood community 
perhaps his celebrity status created an in-
equity similar to that of men over women. 
Nonetheless, these behaviors should not 
be the defining characteristics of an artist 
or anyone else.  And, we fear that there is 
a strong undercurrent of homophobia in the 
reaction to his clearly tasteless conduct.

That brings us to our other major con-
cern: this country’s anti-sex obsession is 
amplified to near hysteria when a minor is a 
part of the story. The Sun reported that the 
Fells Point Corner Theatre has cancelled its 
production of a Christmas Carol because the 
lead in the play is on the sex offender reg-
istry for propositioning someone he thought 
was a 14-year-old boy in 2002. The “victim” 
turned out to be a law enforcement agent 
and the actor served prison time. Initially, 
the theatre company supported the actor 
and agreed to go forward with the produc-
tion. Unfortunately, according to The Sun, 
the Fells Point Corner Theatre cancelled the 
production after receiving some threats of 
a boycott or picketing of the show. There is 
no evidence that this actor has committed 
any crimes since the 2002 incident. Further, 
because the “victim” was an adult police of-
ficer, there is no apparent underage victim 

at all. How long will this man have to wear 
a scarlet letter? Surly, members of the arts 
community should be aware of the extreme 
irony here. There is now strong and growing 
evidence of the horrible inequities of the sex 
offender registries. And we now have the 
added horror of a federal law that requires 
all sex offenders, regardless of the nature of 
their offense, to have this fact stamped on 
their passports beginning next year. 

We are not condemning #MeToo. Wom-
en have been mistreated in the workplace 
for eons. Despite the decades-long efforts 
to stamp out workplace sexual harassment, 
it persists to an alarming degree. Unfortu-
nately, these recent events confirm our so-
ciety’s obsession with sex, and total inability 
to address these issues in a rational way. 
The accused men simply vanish.

As a newspaper for sexual minority 
communities, we must always be vigilant 
when the government and mainstream me-
dia become engaged in a campaign sur-
rounding sexual behaviors. Invariably, they 
get it wrong by fanning hysteria. We need to 
be able to address truly inappropriate con-
duct but do so in a way that does not make 

everything into the crime of the century. In 
short, we need calmer heads and some per-
spective. Those of us of a certain age who 
are gay can remember how we were often 
the victims of sex panics and hysteria. The 

bigger the mob, the louder the outcry, the 
greater the chance that a sex panic has 
obliterated rational thought.  We must al-
ways be vigilant.  t

As a newspaper for sexual 
minority communities, we 

must always be vigilant 
when the government and 

mainstream media become 
engaged in a campaign 

surrounding sexual 
behaviors. Invariably, they 

get it wrong by fanning 
hysteria. We need to 

be able to address truly 
inappropriate conduct but 

do so in a way that does 
not make everything into 
the crime of the century.

Christmas play cancelled for what? Police 
sex-sting target Steven Shriner being cast as 
Scrooge led to shutdown of Fells Point Corner 
Theatre’s production of a Christmas Carol. 
How long must people who paid the price for 
breaking sex laws wear a scarlet letter? 
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FaiTh

Speaks
Spirt

By Rabbi Jan Dodi

Our current nation’s climate makes it 
easy for us to be impatient. Watching the 
news has been a real test. Can I watch and 
listen without immediately reacting in ways 
that take me away from a place of patience 
to a place of irritability. What good does it 
do? What positive outcome can I expect of 
myself if I cannot control my reactions?

I want to be a better person. I take this 
seriously. I am always working on one of 
my character traits. I spend time discover-
ing what triggers me, both positively and 
negatively. I try hard to praise myself for 
the moments that I do extremely well and 
try to allow the missteps when they hap-
pen. That doesn’t mean I let them go. No. 
I recognize when I react, try to find out 
why, and how can I move past it. How can I 
learn from the missteps without letting the 
lessons move me backwards in my devel-

opment?
We all have trig-

gers that take us 
away from being a 
patience, kind per-
son. These triggers 
are sometimes so 

blatant that it is hard to avoid reacting. But 
if we work on how we react, how we re-
spond to rudeness, road rage, intolerance, 
negative conversations, hateful words 
and actions, the day to day interactions 
that pull at our emotions…. Well. What 
kind of person would you be, would I be, 
would they be? If we start by taking a deep 
breath and rethinking our response before 
we respond, could we make a difference. 
The difference may not be understood by 
the other, but, wow, it could make all the 
difference in how we feel about ourselves. 

As I said, I am working on patience. 
Hopefully, this work will enhance the way 
I deal with all that I come in contact with in 
my daily travels. t

I was driving home from prayer service 
Saturday, almost home. I was in a very 
peaceful place, at least I thought I was. 
Then it happened. Someone driving a very 
large SUV entered the roadway through a 
yield – but did not yield. She started com-
ing into my lane, very quickly. I immediate-
ly hit the brakes, laid on the horn, and well, 
patience was lost. 
Because I stopped, I 
signaled for her to go 
in front of me, think-
ing she was in such a 
hurry. When we met 
at the stoplight, she 
said she was so sorry, she didn’t mean to 
cut me off. By then I had composed my-
self again, and told her it was okay, but to 
please be careful so that she reached her 
destination safely.

I continued on my way home. At this 
point, I was only a half mile away. By the 
time I got home, it was out of my mind. I 
hadn’t thought of it until later in the week 
when someone else almost cut me off. 
This time I just hit the brakes and let them 
go on their merry way.

Why am I relaying this to you? As I 
practice the character trait of patience, in 
Hebrew savlanut, I am discovering more of 
the triggers that allow me to wander away 
from being patient, either with myself or 
others. 

Pat ience

“Well, sometimes I’m 
patient and sometimes 

I’m not.”

Call ERA Law Group Today 
(410) 919-1790, or visit us at
1997 Annapolis Exchange Pkwy,
Suite 300, Annapolis, MD 21401

●  Elder Law
●  Estate Planning
●  Family Law
●  Guardianship
●  Mediation
●  Medicaid Planning & Qualification
●  Personal Injury
●  Probate
●  Veteran's Benefits
●  LGBTQIA Matters

Valerie E. Anias, Esq.
vanias@eralawgroup.com 

Sun. through Tues. Closed
Wed. through Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m 

Hearts & Ears, Inc.
is a non-profit organization for Gay, 

Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender,
Intersex and Questioning individuals 

with mental health issues
and concerns.

We warmly welcome all sexual and
gender minorities.

611 PARK AVENUE SUITE A BALTIMORE, MD 21201 • 410-523-1694
heartsandears.org

Wellness and 
Recovery Center

Wellness and 
Recovery Center

•Every Voice Is Heard
Resident committees, groups, fitness classes, and associations thrive 
in  small, intimate and friendly gatherings where every voice can be 
heard and  there are plenty of opportunities to get to know staff and 
neighbors, alike.  

•New Interestes Are Celebrated
RPP offers unique activities abound for residents with interests as 
diverse as  politics, art, outdoor recreation, music, and more, and 
residents are never  alone in trying something new.

Roland Park Place is the only full-service, accredited nonprofit
continuing care retirement community in Charm City

830 W. 40th Street • Baltimore, MD 21211
410-243-5700 • rolandparkplace.org

A small community with big rewards
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and making out in front of Elio. Is he trying 
to make the boy jealous, or trigger some-
thing in him to get things moving along? 
Elio does finally screw up the nerve to 
make a move on Oliver, and while recep-
tive he also tells Elio that perhaps this isn’t 
such a good idea. But there is definitely 
something between the two that develops 
over those six weeks, but did they waste 
too much time playing with each other’s, 
and their own, emotions?

Call Me By Your Name exists in its 
own little world in a barely in-
habited town (it’s summer so 
everyone is away) and it has 
the feel of a foreign film, one 
in which the director favors 
panning away from the action 
to an open window (it’s a little 
cliché on that count). For a film 
that’s ripe with sexual desire, 
the imagery is rather chaste 
with only a few brief flashes of 
nudity and no lingering shots 
of sexual activity aside from 
some heavy kissing and off-
screen grunts and moans.

While the story takes its 
time to move things along, it 
gives us time to really invest in the charac-
ters and the actors’ performances. Chala-
met is remarkable as Elio. He has that per-
fect petulant teenage thing going when we 
first meet him, particularly as he deals with 
giving up his room to this stranger, but as 
he becomes intrigued with Oliver, his char-
acter changes and we feel his desire, his 
hesitation, his confusion by what he’s feel-
ing for Oliver. Anyone who has wanted to 
be with someone without knowing how that 
other person might feel in return can cer-
tainly identify with Elio, and Chalamet gives 
an honest performance that all comes to a 
head in the film’s final shot, wringing every 
bit of emotion out of that moment.

Hammer’s character is a bit more frus-
trating because we never really know un-
til much later in the film if he’s toying with 
Elio, if he’s exploring his own sexuality, or 
just where he stands at all. He comes off as 
very aloof – even though he also appears 
to be dropping hints that he is interested – 
but finally drops his guard as the two grow 
closer. But while Elio is definitely falling in 
love with Oliver (or what he thinks is love), 
Oliver may still just be seeing this as a sum-
mer fling because he knows it will come to 
an end once his six-week stay has passed. 
Perhaps he senses Elio’s deep feelings and 

wants to keep just enough distance to not 
completely destroy the boy when he does 
leave.

Stuhlbarg gives a performance just as 
good as the one he’s giving in The Shape 
of Water. As a father, he (and his wife) 
demonstrate their love of family, particularly 
around the dinner table and during a time 
when the mother is reading, and translating, 
a story. But he’s also focused on his work, 
sometimes putting that and Oliver above 
Elio but also allowing Elio to tag along to 
visit a new excavation, unaware – or not – 

that Elio simply wants more 
time to spend with Oliver. 
Towards the end, Stuhlbarg 
gets to deliver a touching 
monologue to Elio that re-
veals his knowledge of the 
relationship his son and his 
guest have and some more 
surprising details about 
his own life. It’s a wonder-
ful moment and Stuhlbarg 
makes the most of it.

The film has come un-
der fire from some, es-
pecially in our current cli-
mate of sexual misconduct 
charges, for depicting a 

romantic and sexual relationship between 
a 24-year-old and a 17-year-old. Perhaps 
it’s just an American thing. I think you have 
to put the situation in the proper context. 
The movie takes place in 1983 in Europe. 
Sexual mores were certainly different back 
then and Europeans are more sexually 
open than Americans. Also take into ac-
count that the age of consent in Italy is 14, 
so a 17-year-old isn’t really breaking any 
taboos by engaging in a relationship with 
a 24-year-old. And the teen pursued the 
older man, and the relationship was com-
pletely consensual, so the teen was cer-
tainly not being used or exploited (and per-
haps that age difference was the reason 
Oliver, the American, took so long to allow 
himself to become involved with Elio). 
Regardless of the age difference, anyone 
who has experienced this moment of “first 
love” from afar can identify everything Elio 
is experiencing.

As I said, the film takes its time telling 
its story, but the scenery is beautiful (as 
are the two leads) and the performances 
will draw you in to the story. Call Me By 
Your Name may not be for everyone, but 
it’s worth seeing for the work of Chalamet, 
Hammer, and Stuhlbarg. t

Italian Rhapsodly
lively aRTs // OUT ON SCREEN
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need to say a word for us to understand 
exactly what’s going through their minds. 
Hawkins is sure to get a lot of award rec-
ognition (she’s already been nominated 
for a Golden Globe) but it’s a shame the 
various academies won’t consider Jones’s 
performance simply because he’s wearing 
a rubber monster suit. His performance is 
equal to Hawkins’s. 

The romantic angle of The Shape of 
Water may not be for everyone but it’s re-
ally no different than Beauty and the Beast. 
It’s all about suspending disbelief and just 
accepting this story as a fairy tale. I be-
lieve, and I may be wrong, that there is 
also something deeper to the story than 
just the love story. Looking at the make-
up of the four main characters – a mute 
woman, a black woman, a gay man, and 
a creature from a black lagoon in Brazil 
(and yes, this movie is clearly an homage 
to those classic monster movies) – and 
the era in which the film is set, it’s really 
about how this group of societal outsiders 
came together for something much bigger 
than themselves, outsmarting the average 
white, American man. I don’t know if del 
Toro explicitly intended for audiences to 
read more into this than there may be but 
I like that the story is really how the “little 
guys” fight to triumph over adversity and do 
the right thing. This brings many layers to 
the story and elevates The Shape of Water 
to something more than just a bizarre love 
story. t

“Looking at the 
makeup of the four 
main characters – a 

mute woman, a black 
woman, a gay man, 

and a creature from a 
black lagoon in Brazil 
(and yes, this movie is 
clearly an homage to 
those classic monster 
movies) – it’s really 

about how this group of 
societal outsiders came 
together for something 

much bigger than 
themselves.”

mind of del Toro. The production design is 
stunning, not really anything beautiful, but 
still grand in a seedy kind of way, from the 
apartments of Elisa and Giles, to the dark, 
dank lab where the creature is being held. 
And it all feels appropriate and timeless. 
Too many period films use designs and 
costumes from the specific year in which 
they are set but realistically, not many peo-
ple are going to have their homes deco-
rated and furnished in all the latest styles. 
The one exception to this is the sharp new 
teal Cadillac Shannon’s character buys.

The cast is uniformly terrific. Spencer 
doesn’t have much to do except react to 
whatever Elisa is getting herself into, but 
she still brings an authenticity to Zelda, 
that friend who would do anything for you. 
And she does. She also has some great di-
alog and serves as the interpreter for Elisa 
while on the job. Jenkins gives a focus to 
Giles, whether it’s on his work, the clas-

sic musicals he loves, or 
the counter man at the pie 
restaurant he frequents, 
believing the man’s coun-
try charm is directed solely 
at him (it’s not and the guy 
isn’t even from the South). 
Shannon brings a fright-
ening intensity and cruelty 
to his character Strickland, 
making him not someone 
you want to cross ... ever. 
Stuhlbarg has some nice 
layers to his character as 
he has to put on the act of 
being interested in studying 
the creature while working 
with his Russian compatriots 
to plan their hijacking of the 
beast. But he begins to feel 
a lot of empathy for the crea-
ture, even helping Elisa with 
instructions on how to care for 
him after she breaks him out of 
the facility.

Doug Jones, the man who is 
always in the creature suits in del 
Toro’s films, has to rely solely on 
his body language to relate what-
ever the creature is feeling or ex-
periencing. But we can tell exactly 

what’s going on with him thanks to Jones’s 
uncanny ability to emote through layers of 
foam rubber. Hawkins, like Jones, has to 
rely on body language and facial expres-
sions to relay what her character is going 
through. When she uses sign language, 
she can get very expressive even when 
Zelda or Giles aren’t interpreting verbally 
in the same excited or agitated manner in 
which she is “speaking.” But like in the si-
lent movie era, neither Hawkins or Jones 

Love Comes in 
All Forms

to find out ex-
actly what is 
in the tank. 
The creature is 
some type of 
humanoid am-
phibian that Elisa finds herself connecting 
with through sign language, music, and 
hard-boiled eggs. When she learns that the 
government plans to vivisect the creature 
to study its unique breathing capabilities 
– to hopefully be used to help astronauts 

and further the space race 

– Elisa hatches a 
plan to rescue her new friend and 
set him free from the Baltimore 
docks (and living in Baltimore, I 
could not tell you where any of 
this film geography is supposed 
to be). But Elisa has to contend 
with the scary, violent agent (Mi-
chael Shannon) assigned to protect the 
asset and one of the scientists (Michael 
Stuhlbarg), who also happens to be work-
ing for the Russians, who have their own 
plan to kidnap the creature to aid them in 
the space race. As Elisa and the creature 
spend more time together and bond, she 
has to decide if she ultimately can let him 
go or if she must let him go to save his life.

The Shape of Water is certainly an orig-
inal film, but we expect no less from the 

by ChuCk DunCan
After some big, big movies featuring Goth-
ic horror (Crimson Peak) and giant robots 
battling giant monsters (Pacific rim), di-
rector Guillermo del Toro returns to the 
smaller, fairy-tale films that first brought 
him widespread acclaim (think The devil’s 
Backbone and Pan’s Labyrinth) with The 
Shape of Water, a very unusual romance 

film.

Sal-
ly Hawkins stars as Elisa Esposito, a 
mute woman (she can hear, but the odd 
scars on both sides of her neck may be 
connected to her affliction) who works as 
part of a janitorial staff in some kind of 
government research facility located in 
Baltimore circa 1962. She has two good 
friends in her life, Zelda (Octavia Spencer) 
her co-worker, and Giles (Richard Jen-
kins), the next door neighbor she tends too 
who is so wrapped up in his work produc-
ing photo-realistic advertising art that he 
sometimes forgets to eat. He also happens 
to be gay. One day at work while cleaning 
one of the labs, the two women are pres-
ent when a container carrying some sort of 
aquatic beast is wheeled in, to be deposit-
ed in the large tank in the room.

Elisa’s curiosity gets the better of her 
and she sneaks into the room on her own 

monster
mash

Especially in 
Guillermo del 

Toro’s 
The Shape of 

Water

lively aRTs // OUT ON SCREEN
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lively aRTs // OUT ON STAGE

by bRynn DeveRaux
When Les Misérables de-
buted in London in 1985, 
the show was met with 
mixed reviews. Today, the 
show widely known as 
Les Mis is one of the lon-
gest-running shows on 
stage and is beloved by au-
diences around the world. 
Fans of the musical will be able to expe-
rience the drama, romance and revolution 
from December 20th to January 7th at the 
National Theatre in Washington, DC. 

It’s hard to believe that a musical that 
has been around for 32 years can still sur-
prise audiences, but actor and Maryland 
native, Josh Davis says that even long-
time fans will be moved. “I’ve had people 
say to me, ‘I’ve seen this show 20 times, 
and this is the 
best I’ve ever 
seen,’” says 
Davis. In Les 
Mis, Davis 
plays Javert, 
a devastating-
ly rulebound 
inspector and 
adversary of 
the protago-
nist, Jean Val-
jean. It’s a part 
he knows well.

“The first 
show I ever 
saw was Les 
Mis. I was in high 
school,” recalls Davis. “I remember being 
overwhelmed with how epic the show was. 
I remember specifically listening to the guy 
sing ‘Stars,’ and I thought ‘I really want to 
play that role.’” Since starting profession-
ally in 2002, he’s gone on to play Javert 
four times. Davis says, “I realized halfway 
in that being Javert is a lonely character. I 
don’t get to interact with many characters. 
It’s fun to watch my friends act and interact 
when I can.”

He says that the cast of Cameron 
Mackintosh’s production is young but tal-
ented. “I think we knew we had something 
special when we sat down and started 
singing the score,” Davis says. “It’s one 
of the reasons I fell in love with theatre. 
When you bring people like that together, 
and there’s synergy. Everyone has a spe-
cific job, and when everyone is doing their 
job, that is just awesome.”

Le Mis at National Theatre Ups 
the Emotional Gravity

Victor Hugo 
classic brought 
to stage with a 

painterly sense of 
cinema

Davis is quick to give 
credit to those who are not on 
stage. He says, “Our crew is 
amazing. I’m in awe when we 
go from one city to another, 
and the set is there. We take 
it for granted, but they work 
hard. The audience gets to 
see the actors, but there is 
a whole show going on back 

here.” 
As for being on tour, Davis says the 

hardest is part is remembering where his 
dressing room is. “I’m guilty of coming off 
stage and not knowing where I am or what 
city I’m in,” laughs Davis. “There’s an ex-
citement knowing that you get to perform 
for a different crowd every week.”

Longtime fans will notice that this 
p r o d u c -
tion of Les 
Misérables 
will miss a 
few iconic 
e l e m e n t s 
such as 
the turn-
table, but 
they will be 
able notice 
new block-
ing and 
set de-
sign that 
is more 
c i n e m a t -
ic. In fact, 

Victor Hugo’s original works of art are in-
corporated in the set design. “Victor Hugo 
was a painter. Many of them are used as 
projections on the back wall. Not only do 
you get to see his story, you get to see his 
art,” says Davis. “I’m an artist too. I do pen 
and watercolor, and his style is right up my 
alley.” 

Davis urges fans and newcomers to 
see this production. “You’ll find something 
things you’ve never seen before. If you 
haven’t seen it, you need to see it,” en-
courages Davis. “There are shows that are 
entertaining, but they don’t have the emo-
tional gravity. This show pulls people in. I 
think you leave a better person. There’s a 
deeper story being told on top of the plot 
that you’re seeing – the story of humanity, 
human nature, redemption. We can use 
that story right now.”

For info and tickets, it’s Thenationaldc.
org. t 

Josh Davis 
and nick 
Cartell in 
Les Mis at 
the national 
Theatre

by FRankie kuJawa
Living in a world where 
Trumpian politics and pan-
demonium permeate the 
daily national news cycle; 
it’s refreshing to find es-
capism and fantasy still 
alive in Amazon Prime’s 
Emmy Award-winning dra-
ma “The Bay.” Shrouded in 
mystery, the privileged and 
often time dysfunctional 
Bay City residents fight for 
redemption, true love and 
new beginnings in a town 
where murder, betrayal, 
heartbreak, and vengeance 
must be in the water. 

 Among the recent sto-
rylines, one in-particular has been noticed 
within the LGBTQ community. Daniel Gar-
rett (portrayed by actor Eric Nelsen) re-
cently struggled coming to terms with his 
sexuality. Confessing his ‘sin’ to Bay City’s 
Father Leone (portrayed by Baltimore-na-
tive Vincent De Paul), Daniel comes to 
grips with who he 
truly is thanks to the 
affirmation from Fa-
ther Leone that “God 
made you perfect as 
you are.”

Baltimore OUT-
loud exclusively 
chatted with multiple 
Emmy-award winning 
actors Nelsen and De 
Paul regarding their 
current storyline. “It’s 
something that so 
many people, friends 
and family even, have 
struggled within their 
lives.” Nelsen began. 
“The process of tell-
ing a coming-out story 
is such a delicate storyline. My character, 
Daniel, has been through a lot of ups and 
downs on the show. We really get a good 
idea of why he’s been the way he’s been. 
I wanted to show that it’s ok to have strug-
gle and it’s ok not to understand some-
thing, especially when it has something to 
do with yourself. It’s normal. As we see in 
the show, as soon as Daniel accepts him-
self everyone around him was on board and 
supportive.”

De Paul added, “The importance of 
this subject matter is so relevant, espe-
cially now, because as a society we need 
to see more positive role models. Grego-

Coming Out in ‘The Bay’
Bay City 

residents fight 
for redemption, 

true love and 
new beginnings 
in a town where 

murder, betrayal, 
heartbreak, and 

vengeance must 
be in the water

ri J. Martin (creator of “The 
Bay”) was a pioneer seven 
years ago when he started 
this show.” De Paul explained 
that a webisotic series such 
as this, one filled with soap 
opera stars from past and 
present, was ground-breaking 
for its time. Nelsen continued. 
“This topic is so relevant and 
so many people are struggling 
with this exact situation. So 
many people don’t necessari-
ly want to accept who they are 
and it’s sad on many levels. 
This is possibly due to their 
surroundings and the people 
in their life. In Daniel’s case, 
he was raised within a reli-

gious background.” During the episode, 
Daniel confesses to Father Leone that he is 
attracted to men, and his priest reacts still 
wanting to know what his sin is. He replies 
telling Daniel that God made him perfect as 
he already is, and Daniel never thought his 

priest would react in such 
a way. “It’s such a beauti-
ful moment.”

De Paul explained 
that the scriptwriters 
wrote his dialogue, but 
at the end he asked to 
specifically add the ‘God 
made you perfect line.’ 
“I’m really, really happy 
it survived the end cut. 
I thought it was a great 
statement to make; that 
you’re ok and we can 
tell that to every kid 
watching. As viewers 
watch further in the 
show, the character 
of Daniel comes out 
to his friend and his 

sister, and is relived to find 
that it’s ok to be himself. His 
sister loves him and accepts 
him unconditionally. Uncon-

ditional love is what each character shows 
to each other in this storyline.”

 Nelsen added, “I think it really shows 
how culture is changing, and although 
it’s been a lot slower than it should have 
been through the years, I think we’re mak-
ing huge strides. I thought that was such 
a beautiful way for Gregori [J. Martin] to 
showcase Daniel’s struggle in that moment 
with Father Leone.” t

Past and current seasons of “The Bay” 
can be streamed on amazon Prime.

True
confessions
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making it. I was certain that I wanted to call 
the show Michael Carbonaro: Trickster. I 
love the trickster character, I think he em-
bodies what I do on the show. Like Bugs 
Bunny, poking you in the right direction, 

playing along with you, making 
you wonder. That made sense 
to me. When they first pitched it 
to me, I was like, “Oh, no, I don’t 
know!” I always had this weird 
thing with my last name. I always 
thought people wouldn’t remem-
ber it. It’s confusing. When I was 
17, I used to perform as Michael 
Christopher.

is Christopher your middle 
name or something?

Nope! Made it up. If David 
Kotkin can be David Copperfield, I’ll be mi-
chael Christopher! In retrospect, it did 

sound a little like a hair sa-
lon. Now, that title became what it was we 
were trying to capture. That moment when 
an intelligent adult mind can be brought to 
a state where they wonder for a second if 
there’s a secret trap in the universe that 
they didn’t know existed and they believe 
that for a moment. Isn’t that beautiful? 
That’s the Carbonaro effect.

“The Carbonaro effect,” the show, 
has as much to do with hidden camer-
as as it does with magic. Did you ever 
get to meet allen Funt, the man behind 
the popular “Candid Camera,” one of the 
original shows of this kind?

I never did, but I watched his show a 
lot as a kid. I watched all the reruns of that 
show. You’re right, there’s a magic to that. 
A hidden camera falls under that hidden 
illusion we talked about. It’s like I’m hid-
ing a camera secretly behind a mirror that 
doesn’t look like it could be there. That’s a 
magic trick.

lively aRTs // PERSONALITIES

by gRegg shaPiRo
With his mesmerizing and hilarious hid-
den camera and practical joke series “The 
Carbonaro Effect,” now in its third season 
on truTV, out actor and illusionist Michael 
Carbonaro keeps viewers (and his unwitting 
subjects) guessing. A whiz of a wizard, if 
ever there was, Carbonaro first crossed our 
gaydar as sex-obsessed Andy in the 2006 
rom-com another Gay Movie. But his great-
est success and exposure has occurred 
through his longtime love of the magical 
arts on “The Carbonaro Effect.” Carbonaro 
is currently on a cross-country live perfor-
mance tour bringing his effect to your part 
of the world. 

Gregg Shapiro: How did you first be-
come interested in – and i want to pro-
nounce it correctly – prestidigitation?

michael Carbonaro: Oh, that’s really 
well done.

Thank you!
When I first moved to Los Angeles, eight 

years ago, and got to perform at the Magic 
Castle for the first time, I was working in the 
Parlour of Prestidigitation. So that was one 
I had to learn myself [laughs]. I do love that 
you gave it another name other than magic 
or illusion. Because it is a big umbrella for 
me, what illusion or magic or prestidigita-
tion is. I began with, and still have, a love 
of special effects. I talk about this in my live 
show. A huge love of Halloween, costumes 
and make-up. I had no doubt that when I 
grew up, I wanted to be a make-up artist. I 
would buy make-up supplies at a local mag-
ic shop in Hicksville near where I grew up 
on Long Island. There were guys behind 
the counter who were showing real (mag-
ic) tricks. I went there for the make-up and 
it was full of masks and puppets and gags 
and pranks and bloody things and zombies. 
It was theatrical too; there was stage make-
up. It opened up this world where illusion is 
all of that. I became interested in magic from 
going to buy make-up supplies. Through 
magic, buying those tricks and trying them 
out on my friends, I noticed that I had a love 
for performing. If special effects brought me 
to magic, then magic brought me to perform-
ing. All three of those things are still just as 
strong as the other. I think they all tie togeth-
er in the work I’m doing. I didn’t know wheth-
er I wanted to be an actor or special effects 
artist or magician. Well, how about if I do all 
three of those in the show? 

who are, or were, your illusionist he-
roes?

Excellent! Look at how 
this all comes together! My 
favorite illusion book of all 
time is by Tom Savini. It’s 
called Bizarro, later titled 
Grand illusions. I love that it 
was called Bizarro! His book 
reads like a magic book. It’s 
the effect I need to make. I 
need it to look like this troll 
that’s running across the 
floor, so I have this trick 
platform and I slide it and 
this guy’s in a costume. First I show this, 
then I show that. It’s a magic book dealing 
with monsters, so that was it for me. Mag-
ic books and (David) Copperfield. Because 
he, more than anyone embodied this host of 
all these things that were magical. He would 
talk to the audience and be funny and go off 
into some weird fantasy illusion and come 
back and do a silly little gag. I love that at-
mosphere that he created.  

how would you say that your sleight 
of hand skills worked in your favor as a 
gay man?

Whoa! I don’t know if I’ve ever consid-
ered that question. There is something sexy 
about secrets, isn’t there? I wasn’t out in 
elementary school or junior high. But I start-
ed to find the right kinds of friends in high 
school. The music department in my high 
school was really tight knit and we did plays 
together and were in the chorus. 

That was often the gsa before there 
were gsas.

Exactly. Right [laughs]? As we used to 
call the wonderful theater where I’m from 
on Long Island – it was the Creative Minis-
tries Performing Arts Center, now the Noel 
S. Ruiz Theatre named for the man who ran 
it – we used to call it the Creative Ministries 
Coming Out Center [laughs]. I think John 
Waters talks about this, too, from his gener-
ation. It was better when you had to sneak 
around and come up with little plots or plans 
or however he put it. There was something 
about having a secret that was cool. I guess 
I was better at setting up secret situations 
and knew how to hide my tracks the way a 
magician would. Before I came out!

in addition to being the title of your 
show, you use the catchphrase, “the 
Carbonaro effect.” how did that catch-
phrase come into being?

I’ll be honest with you, this was a pitch 
from the network. And I’ll give it to them. 
All projects are always a changing and de-
veloping thing. You find what it is as you’re 

Magic Michael
An interview 

with ‘The 
Carbonaro 

Effect’s 
Michael 

Carbonaro

you appear to make good use of 
your everyman appeal and improvisa-
tional skills on “The Carbonaro effect.” 
of the two, is there one that you rely on 
more than the other in the scenes on the 
show?

That’s a great question. It really is a 
weave back and forth between those two. I 
think there’s meter somewhere. I would say 
that it depends on the moment. If some-
one is in that state where they need to be 
looking for clues as to what just happened, 
sometimes my best bet is just to look down 
and be in a state of amazement myself. That 
would be acting, processing the thought of 
something I just saw. That way I can afford 
them the private moment to do that them-
selves and react how they would. This is 
kind of a new thing we’re doing 

a s the show devel-
ops over the seasons. If I think the person 
is going to get me first, I’ll be like, “Wait a 
minute! Is this like a freakin’ prank show? 
How did we get out here?” I will throw it out 
there first. Because if I’m clearly the only 
one who could have caused what just hap-
pened, then they start to doubt. So, there’s 
the acting again. The answer is it’s always 
a needle going back and forth between 
those two worlds. 

how does your husband, actor Peter 
stickles, feel about magic and pranks?

He loves them! He loves the life. Our 
house has a gremlin puppet in it and an 
alien face-hugger and Jaws posters. Peter 
was in love with horror as much as I was 
as kid. We meet on that level. Peter travels 
with me to do the tour. There are acts he 
performs with me as a magician. 

in addition to your Tv gigs, you have 
also appeared in films, including Anoth-
er Gay Movie, for which you received an 

michael 
Carbonaro

—continued on page 24
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Supporting the gay community is some-
thing very important to Perruzza. “Whoever 
supports the gay community, is who I sup-
port. That’s very important to me,” Perruzza 
added. “This year, I became involved with 
Casa Ruby.” Casa Ruby is a multicultural 
LGBT group offering services to some of 
those most in need. Their “Drop Inn” com-
munity center offers hot meals, clothing ex-
change, support groups, emergency housing 
referrals, legal services counseling, and case 
management. 

“It was something I wasn’t really aware of 
before,” Perruzza explained. “Two years ago, 
my dad passed away and I became more 
empathetic. I think about people more than I 
did, so now I’m more into my ‘helping phase’ 
of my life. I’ve never said ‘no’ to anyone, but 
at the same time, I never actively sought out 
anyone to help. Now I’m seeking out and do-
ing things on my own to help others.”

Perruzza went on to explain that he and 
his staff at JR’s had talked back in January 
that they should do more outreach, and that 
he was unaware of Casa Ruby even though it 
had been around for years. “I work so much, 
and I’m always in my ‘work bubble’ that I 
didn’t even know this organization existed. 
So, I went to check it out, and I noticed there 
were cots for those in need to sleep on. I 
noticed the cots had a bar that went across 
these poor people’s backs – it had to be 
uncomfortable. So, I went home and talked 
to my husband, Richard, and we went and 
bought them all mattress pads. Then I asked, 
‘What else do you need?’ and then a week 
later someone tried to break their door down 
and assault one of the transgendered people 

and when I would visit my family in 
New York I would come and visit him 
in DC. That’s how DC became part 
of my life.” Perruzza added, “When I 
came to DC, I fell in love with JR’s so 
much. This month I’ll have been here 
for 20 years, but I’ve been the main 
manager for about 16 years.”

Perruzza explained that JR’s is 
very much a home for many within 
the DC community. “I think it’s sort 
of like a ‘family away from my fam-
ily.’ You can come here and every-
one knows you,” Perruzza laughed. 
“They always call it the ‘Cheers of 
DC.’ Whenever there’s a tragedy, 
people come here. When something 
good happens, this is where peo-
ple come. When gay marriage was 
passed, everyone came here. When 
9/11 occurred, I came in to open the 
bar. There were people waiting to 
get in because they didn’t want to be alone. 
Many people, especially in DC, don’t have 
family around. They come to JR’s where they 
know people will be with them, regardless if 
something good or bad happens.”

JR’s David 
Perruzza –
thinking of those 
worst off

by FRankie kuJawa
Muhmmad Ali once said, “True giving hap-
pens when we give from our heart.” In today’s 
world, where narcissism and selfishness run 
rampant, it’s refreshing to find people in our 
neighborhood who give from the heart be-
cause it’s the right thing to do. For David 
Perruzza, the manager of JR’s Bar in Wash-
ington, DC, helping others has become part 
of his everyday norm.

“I’ve always been a proponent that 
LGBTQ money should go back to the LGBTQ 
community,” Perruzza told me. “Our respon-
sibility at JR’s, as we are one of the major 
gay bars in the DC community, is to think 
about what charities would our people want 
us to work with. Trying to find a type of char-
ity that deals with LGBTQ people. It’s always 
been a goal of mine.” 

For Perruzza, a Mahopac, New York, na-
tive, his path to JR’s zig-zagged across the 
country. “At 17, I joined the early enlistment 
program for the Navy and was stationed in 
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii,” he says. Perruzza 
spent four years working as a radioman for 
the Navy. “It’s there where I met my best 
friend, Dave. He moved to Washington, DC, 

DC’s David Perruzza  
PeoPle in ouR neighboRhooD

who were there. So, we started a ‘Go Fund 
Me’ page and raised $18,000,” Perruzza 
added. “Now, we’ve all become friends. They 
just opened another location that will house 
50 LGBTQ people, and add 50 beds to Casa 
Ruby. They’re a wonderful organization.”

Perruzza added that JR’s is doing a coat 
drive for Casa Ruby and the Wanda Alston 
House, two organizations that both serve 
member ofthe LGBTQ community in need. 
“We’re splitting all the coats up for both 
homeless shelters, and I hope to work more 
with the Wanda Alston House in the future, 
as well.” t

acting award from l.a. outfest. Do you 
have plans to do more acting?

Absolutely! Yes, a million percent. This 
show is serving so many aspects of things 
that I like to do. That’s a huge part of it, that 
acting energy.  I look forward to having time in 
my schedule, but right now I’m pretty booked 
up. I look forward to having a one-man Broad-
way show and comedic sitcom work and 
films. I want to direct a horror film myself. 

you are currently doing a series of 
live dates. what can people expect when 
attending one of your shows?

The best part about the live show, in the 
way that you were talking about “Candid 
Camera,” that energy of playfulness, that 
same world of non-mean-spirited fun…. I 
talk about this in the live show. I regularly 
get a similar letter from fans thanking me 
and saying that my show is the only one 
on television that they watch with their 
entire family. That’s the same energy that 
comes through in these big, beautiful the-
aters across the country where I perform. 
The live show is a playful, all-ages show, 
with the same wry wit from the TV show. I’m 
loving it as much as the audiences. I’m hav-
ing a blast. Also, just come and check out 
that it’s not all camera tricks. Every diehard 
fan wonders if it’s camera tricks. I say, “Get 
yourself a ticket, come on down and watch 
the magic!” t

Michael Carbonaro performs on de-
cember 31st in Washington, dC, at dar 
Constitution Hall.

PrEP UP
Contact AIDS Action Baltimore 410-837-2437 or

PrEPUPmsm2gmail.com
Supported by funding from Baltimore City Health Department
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ant, and relaxing environments where you 
can witness a beautiful sunset or, if lucky, 
whale watch without binoculars. The Cape 

Cod Province-
land Trail is a 
hilly loop that 
is about five 
miles. There 
are minor trail 
extensions to 
Herring Cove 
and Race Point 
beaches and 
Bennett Pond. 
The trail offers 
a great way to 

tour the vast dune system in the Province 
Lands area and the shady Beech Forest. 

Provincetown is also an excellent place 
to whale watch. It is ranked as one of the 
world’s top whale 
watching desti-
nations. It is the 
seasonal home 
to Humpback, 
Finback, Minke 
whales, and sev-
eral dolphin spe-
cies. 

The LGBT 
c o m m u n i t y 
should feel very 
comfortable vis-
iting this town 
because there 
are myriad gay-
owned and 
gay-friendly bed-
and-breakfasts – 
check out the web version of this article at 
Baltimoreoutloud.com for a large but even 
then non-exhaustive list!

There are several 
LGBT night spots. The At-
lantic House is a popular 
gay club with a dance floor 
and two bars. The service 
is great and the bartend-
ers are friendly. The Vault 
is a small bar where some 
of the guests wear leather. 
The Pied Bar is a gay bar 
with a dance club and a 
spacious beachside deck. 
Many like to just hang out 
on the deck with a cock-
tail. The Purgatory Gilford 
House is a gay dance club 
with various theme nights. 
It is a great place to meet 

by DaviD PlaCheR
Provincetown, Massachusetts – also 
called P-town – is a great place to visit, 
especially for the LGBT community. It is 
located on the extreme tip of Cape Cod. 
Provincetown is the site of the Mayflower’s 
landing in 1620, and it is commemorated 
by the Pilgrim Monument and Province-
town Museum. Traveling from Baltimore to 
Provincetown for a weekend trip is easy: 
fly into Boston, take the Sliver Line bus to 
the World Trade Center stop, and about 
two blocks away, is the ferry terminal. The 

Bay State Cruises Company offers round 
trip tickets for about $90. Although getting 
there is easy, focusing on what to do is dif-
ficult because there is so much happening. 
It has a thriving arts community, a scenic 
area unlike any other in New England, a 
place for dedicated whale watchers, and a 

very large LGBT community with several 
LGBT owned businesses and LGBT bars. 

Provincetown is known as an art-
ist-friendly town. It offers several venues 
for local artists to display their work and 
to enhance their skills through workshops 
and classes. The Provincetown Art Associ-
ation and Museum, founded in 1914, was 
established to build a collection of works 
by Cape Cod artists. The Fine Arts Work 
Center, founded in 1968, is a converted 
lumber yard that offers a place for artists 
to live at a discounted rate while they de-

velop their work. The Truro Center for the 
Arts at Castle Hill holds exhibitions, lec-
tures, forums, and other activities in order 
to promote interaction between artists and 
the public.

Today, many artists sell their art on or 
near Commercial Street, where most tour-

ists stray. Commercial 
Street has many great 
restaurants, art galler-
ies (many artists will 
negotiate prices after 
Labor Day), ice cream 
parlors, coffee shops, 
nightclubs, and special-
ty shops. Many of the 
artists will only accept 
cash, and there are few 
bank owned ATMs, so 
expect to pay a fee if 
you use an ATM. 

Provincetown has 
beautiful places to wan-
der. Herring Cove and 
Race Point beaches 
offer peaceful, pleas-

Provincetown | Artsy & Quaint  
ouT & abouT // DAVID’S THOUGHTS 

summer residents. The Monkey Bar is a 
popular place to socialize and relax. The 
Aqua Bar is a great place to eat – many 

love the lobster 
rolls and the fish 
tacos.

With Prov-
incetown having 
such a large LGBT 
presence and it 
being so easy to 
travel to, it should 
be on anyone’s list 
of destinations for 
2018. If you would 
like more infor-
mation on Prov-
incetown or any 
upcoming LGBT 
events, please vis-
it the Ptown LGBT 
Center’s website 

at Ptown.org or contact the Ptown LGBT 
Center at info@ptown.org. t

Times square – 
eputedly the very 
intergalactic belly 
button!

Don’t
miss

the sail!

Pilgrims 
fishermen, 
artists, and 
gays have 
all flavored 
Ptown’s stew

all
welcome
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No matter what holiday you celebrate, 
enjoy your family and make traditions that 
they’ll remember forever. t

.

rev. Kel-
ly Crenshaw is the mom 
of 16 adopted kids, two 
biological kids, guardian 
of one baby girl and fos-
ter mom of dozens. Some are lesbian, some 
gay, some straight, and some bisexual. Kelly 
founded a K-12 day school where kids could 
have a safe, bully-free environment for learn-
ing. She is co-owner of a counselling agency 
that works with children and their families.

like colored lights and an inflatable Santa 
is so basic. 

I have to admit that I become a child 
at Christmas. I want to sing all the familiar 
songs and find driving around looking at 
lights is, in my opinion, a wonderful way to 
spend a cold winter evening. It’s relaxing 
to me in a way that few things are.

We spend so much of our lives instruct-
ing our children on how to live their lives. 
We teach them how to get along in the 
world and how to cope. But, I believe that 
it’s this time of year that the children begin 
to instruct us. They see magic around ev-

Cassandra just turned two. She’s a typical 
toddler – full of energy and wonder. The 
world is an exciting place for her. Each 
new thing is exciting and worthy of her ex-
ploration. This holiday season has been no 
different. She has become our little inves-
tigator, making sure each holiday tradition 
meets with her approval. 

In our house, for example, we don’t 
usually have many sweets. For our kids 
with certain disabilities, sugar can result 
in behavioral outbursts. So, instead of just 
limiting those with sugar issues, we limit 
all of the children. However, at Christmas, 

I relax the rules and accommodate the re-
sulting behaviors. This year, Cassandra 
has discovered Christmas cookies. She 
can hear that container being opened from 
the other side of the house. And honestly, 
who can resist a little girl’s “Peas” when 
she politely asks for that cookie?

The Christmas trees have been another 
piece of wonder. She oohs and awes over 
each ornament. She has to touch them all 
and has even moved a few that were ob-
viously placed in the wrong locations. The 
presents are equally as awe inspiring and 
we have to watch her closely to make sure 
she doesn’t start opening them all.

Don’t you wish we were all at this stage 
of wonder in our lives? The type of wonder 
where we find beauty in the simple things 

  ouT in The valley 

Parenting
Rev. Kelly Crenshaw

OUTloud

Christmas 
Magic

“Cassandra has 
discovered Christmas 
cookies. She can hear 
that container being 

opened from the other 
side of the house. And 

honestly, who can resist 
a little girl’s ‘Peas’ 

when she politely asks 
for that cookie?”

everything
sooner, 

‘peas’

ery corner. Why can’t we?
In these magical times, it’s good to for-

get about the stress of the holidays. Take 
time to stop worrying about which family 
member is going to be difficult, embar-
rassing, or even downright hateful. Stop 
worrying about word deadlines, how many 
Christmas parties you need to attend, or 
even if you forgot to get your boss a pres-
ent. 

Take after your kids and share in the 
wonder. Enjoy the lights and festivities. 
Give thoughtful gifts and receive even the 
most obnoxious pair of socks with delight. 
Eat food you don’t see at other times of the 
year and be thankful. And, see the world 
through the eyes of a child, if only for a few 
days. You’ll feel better for it.
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  ouT in The valley 

Things are different out in the valley. 
There’s a lot of land, which means lots of 
driving between Points A and B. For ex-
ample, to get to my childhood home you 
would literally have to go over the river and 
through the woods, cross a mountain, and 
keep your eyes peeled for deer, possums, 

and sometimes stray live-
stock along the way. The drive can range 
from relaxing to devastating, depending on 
the weather and time of day.

It was during one of these treks home 
that I saw Rudolph, the most famous rein-
deer in the history of reindeer being fa-
mous. I was young, not quite in kindergar-
ten, and I understood that Christmas was 

coming; I just didn’t know when. My par-
ents had explained it to me, telling me how 
many days were left, but four-year olds ar-
en’t known for their mathematical prowess 
or patience, and I was feeling frustrated. 

Then, from my place in the backseat, I 
barely made out a small, blinking red light 
in the sky. It was Rudolph. I was certain 
of it. Suddenly everything was different. 
Christmas was coming, and it was coming 
soon! The proof was in the cold night sky – 
Rudolph was leading Santa and his sleigh 
full of gifts to my house, his bright red nose 
lighting the way! I was excited, even joyful, 
sure that the next day was Christmas.

It turns out I was wrong, and that Ru-
dolph was actually just scouting the area 
for Santa, possibly from atop a radio tow-

er. I was disappointed, but 
my parents told me that I’d 
know Christmas was com-
ing by the lights. They im-
provised, telling me that 
as Christmas gets clos-
er people decorate their 
houses with lights so that 
Santa will know that good 
girls and boys live there. 
At four, this made more 
sense to me than count-
ing days and weeks, so 
I made a mental note 
to remember that the 
lights are a sign of good 
things to come.

It’s been years since 
I last saw Rudolph, and 
in that time, I’ve devel-

oped a greater understanding 
of the holiday season. There are countless 
religious, cultural, and family traditions, 
and despite their unique perspectives of 
the season, they all have something in 
common: The holidays are a time for us to 
come together, to find warmth and comfort 
during a cold, barren season of short days 
and long, dark nights. When the world is 
at its worst, we find the best in ourselves 
and give to each other, honoring the bonds 
and relationships we share with others 
throughout the year. We give hospitality 
in the most inhospitable of seasons and 
share our goodness with the world. What 
better way to represent this than with light?

For me, light is what the season is all 
about. A light in the darkness is the phys-
ical manifestation of hope, a sign that 
there is warmth and safety in an otherwise 
bleak midwinter filled with silent nights 
and gently falling snow. The light shows us 
the world through new eyes, illuminating 
houses, streetlamps, and the main streets 
of the towns we call home. Everything we 
thought we knew, everything that becomes 

By the Lights

Brain
Brian George Hose

Brian’s

The Keystone State Gay Rodeo Association will be holding their annual royalty 
competition, February 24th at 704 Lounge (704 3rd Street, Harrisburg) starting 
at 3 pm. 

what is Rodeo Royalty? The royalty program consists of the royalty candi-
dates of Mr., Ms., Miss, and Mister KSGRA. The royalty candidates help fund-
raise and promote the organization and rodeo 
throughout the local and regional community 
and throughout the US. Those that are sashed 
as royalty also have the ability to compete for 
the IGRA (International Gay Rodeo Associa-
tion) Royalty team in November 2018.

why compete? To spread the word about 
the awesome events that KSGRA holds includ-
ing the Keystone State Charity Rodeo, June 
22nd to 24th, 2018 as well as helping raise 
funds for the local and regional community.

The Keystone State Charity Rodeo is an 
all-inclusive, family-friendly unique rodeo ex-
perience and community event. Men, women, 
members of the LGBTQ community and their 
straight allies will be competing equally in all 
rodeo events.

who is eligible to compete? Anyone who 
joins KSGRA as a member and has a com-
mitment to furthering the mission is eligible to 
compete. The mission of the Keystone State 
Gay Rodeo Association is to foster and pro-
mote a country lifestyle and rodeo in Pennsylvania through:

• Encouraging participation in country and rodeo events
• Educating and training individuals that may compete in IGrA-sanctioned 

rodeos
• Sponsoring events such as trail rides, cookouts, horse shows, and other 

events
• Engaging with charity partners to provide support and services to selected 

community organizations
If you enjoy some of the following things KSGRA may be for you:
• Social Events
• Country music and dancing.
• meeting new people and making new friends.
• Helping other community organizations by volunteering and raising much-

need funds.
• Trail riding, open horse shows, and other horse related events.
For more information about the Keystone State Gay Rodeo Association or 

to become a member and compete in the royalty competition, visit Ksgra.org. t

Become a Part of Rodeo Royalty

Royal
to a ‘T’

“For me, light is what 
the season is all about. 
A light in the darkness 

is the physical 
manifestation of hope, 

a sign that there is 
warmth and safety 

in an otherwise bleak 
midwinter.”
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normal with time, is suddenly reborn 
as something new, something different, 
something special. In the glow of twinkling 
lights, anything seems possible.

I may have been wrong about Ru-
dolph all those years ago, but the lesson 
I learned was true. The lights are a sign of 
good things to come because they repre-
sent the light inside us, the part of us that 
wants to be a good. It’s the part that gets 
so excited by the possibilities of a twinkling 
red light on the horizon that we can’t help 
but share our joy with those around us.

Happy Holidays to you, dear reader, 
and may your season be warm, merry and 
bright! t
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QualiTy oF liFe

If a person is battered or sub-
jected to extreme cruelty by a 
US citizen spouse or parent (or 
a spouse or parent with a green 
card), or is the parent of a child who was 
battered or subject to extreme cruelty, then 
they may get lawful permanent residence 
(“green card”) under Section 240A(b)(2) of 
the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) 
through the Immigration Court. They do 
not need to be separated or living apart 
from the spouse or parent who is commit-
ting the battery or extreme cruelty in order 
to apply for this form of relief but they do 
need to have a safe address where any 
mailings from the court can be sent without 
increasing the harm and suffering. Usually, 
this address is the attorney who is helping 
them with their immigration status since 
proving the case is complicated.

Under the law, no one who is employed 
by the Immigration Court or the Depart-
ment of Homeland Security (DHS) is per-
mitted to approach the spouse or parent 
committing the acts or reveal that the appli-
cant has applied for this relief. The silence 
on any information about a case involving 
domestic violence or extreme cruelty is so 
complete that if someone calls the court 
asking about the case, court personnel will 
not even acknowledge that the case exists. 
Any bulletin board postings will have the 
name deleted from any calendar of sched-
uled hearings. Any employee revealing this 
information risks losing his or her job. It is 
well known that the most dangerous time 
for a person trying to get out of a domestic 
violence situation is when they are trying 
to get away from the person hurting them. 

The applicant must demonstrate 
through documents several things: 

1) that the relationship exists and is 
bona fide

2) that the battering or extreme cruelty 
has happened at the hands of the spouse 
or parent

3) that the spouse or parent is either a 
US citizen or has a green card

4) that the applicant has been residing 
in the US for at least three years prior to 
the date of the filing of the application

5) that the applicant is a person with 
good moral character, and

6) that the removal of the applicant 
would result in extreme hardship to them-
selves, their child, or their parent.

If part of the extreme cruelty is that the 
applicant married someone who committed 
bigamy through the marriage, the applicant 
must demonstrate that they had no idea of 
the marriage of their bigamous spouse and 
that they intended to enter the marriage in 

good faith. The documents needed in-
clude, but are not limited to

1) birth certificate or passport of the 
spouse or parent

2) marriage certificate
3) birth certificate of child born of mar-

riage if the child is the person battered by 
a parent

4) medical records or psychological re-
cords showing what harm was done

5) police reports, if any
6) evidence of the bona fide nature of 

the marriage
7) evidence of the good moral charac-

ter of the applicant (including letters from 
family and friends, local police clearance 
report, etc.), and

8) evidence of extreme hardship to 
themself, their child, or their parent if they 
are not allowed to remain legally in the US.

If the applicant has a criminal history 
and can prove that the criminal acts were 
committed as a part of the abuse suffered, 
then those actions will not count against 
them concerning good moral character. 
An example is if the applicant is forced 
to shoplift by the abuser or face physical 
harm at the abuser’s hands. In that case, 
if the applicant can demonstrate that this 
was the situation, any conviction for shop-
lifting will not be used against them.

As you can see, the gathering of ev-
idence and explaining what has occurred 
is complicated and it is much easier if an 
attorney is consulted to guide the person 
through the process. Also, it will help the 
applicant’s stress levels if someone else 
is able to handle the administrative details 
of applying for this road to a green card 
rather than trying to figure out what the 
next step is while dodging the actions of 
the abuser. t

Immigration: 
Cancellation of  
Removal

The Law
Linda A. Dominguez

& You

Part 
3

then provide the documents. There is no 
limit to how many document requests you 
may ask. Many of these requests are also 
standard and ask for documents such as 
your bank statements, communications 
between the parties, etc. You may also 
ask for specific questions. For example, if 
you’ve learned your spouse was cheating 
on you with another person, you may ask 
for copies of all communications with that 
specific person.

Each party has a right to object to any 
interrogatory or document request, how-
ever, there must be a basis for the objec-
tion and that reason must be stated. For 
example, in any case involving children, a 
party’s income is going to be relevant and 
necessary for the purpose of establishing 
child support. If in this example you ask 
for pay stubs and the other party objects, 

you will need to take the necessary 
steps to compel that 
party to provide their 
pay stub. General-
ly, this first involves 
a letter demanding 
the production then 
a Motion to Compel 
if the production does 
not occur.

Parties often com-
p l a i n and say that discovery 
is a “waste of time” or that “s/he already 
knows this information” or “why do I have 
to answer this?” However, discovery is 
important. Discovery allows your attorney 
to see what sort of items the other party 
is focusing on and perhaps get a glimpse 
into their strategy. Interrogatories are also 
signed under oath and provide an oppor-
tunity to get a sworn statement of sorts 
from the opposing party. Additionally, once 
everything is on the table it sometimes be-
comes easier to have a more honest set-
tlement discussion. t
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discovery is a term used to describe the 
process that permits each party to obtain 
evidence related to their case. It usually 
takes place shortly after a plaintiff files his 
or her complaint. Maryland rules allow for 
different forms of discovery. The two most 
common forms of discovery are Requests 
for Answers to Interrogato-
ries and Requests for Pro-
duction of Documents. 

A Request for Answers 
to Interrogatories is a se-
ries of questions that one 
party serves on another 
party to be answered. 
Maryland rules allows for 
a maximum of 30 ques-
tions to be served. There are 
standard questions involving your income, 
assets, personal information, etc., and 
then there are custom questions that will 
specifically relate to the issue at hand. For 
example, in a custody dispute there may 
be a specific question about why one par-
ent refused visitation on certain dates.

A Request for Production of Docu-
ments is a series of requests for specific 
documents that one party serves on an-
other party. In responding to the request, 
you simply state whether you have the 
document or will produce the document. 
In accordance with those responses, you 

What is 
Discovery?

The Law
Atty. Valerie E. Anias

& You
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Start Your New Life With
The Perfect Soundtrack

Start Your New Life With
The Perfect Soundtrack

True Harmony Events is an elite group of DJs and wedding planning 
professionals that break the mold; We love music and we love being 

a part of people's lives. 
We plan events and weddings that take the event to another level 

and people to another place.
 Our team is unrivaled in music knowledge, each one with

a specialty. There is not a style of music around that we don't
have in our catalog of more than a million songs.

From music to planning, our team is specialized in planning
the perfect event.  

From start to finish or day-of coordination we have you covered!

 202-798-6544  •  trueharmonydjs.com/lgbt.html 
Consultations are free and available 7 days a week.

Start Your New Life With
The Perfect Soundtrack

UPLIGHTS   DANCE LIGHTS  DJ/MC

The Money 
Discussion

ding professionals should be able to give 
you a ballpark idea of your overall costs, 
based on your answers to a few questions 
and their knowledge of the business.

2) sort out your guest list to within, 
say, ten people. The sooner you’re able to 
do this, the better. The size of your guest 
list has a significant bearing on cost, and it 
guides the venue-selection process. Also, 
avoid the common thinking that 20% of 
your guest list will decline your invitation. 
Even if that happens, you won’t know un-
til a month or less before your wedding. 
Expect everyone you invite to attend, and 
budget accordingly.

3) Know the timeline. About half of your 
money is spent in the first few months of 
planning, in the form of deposits. More-
over, the two expenses that are commonly 
the largest – venue and catering – are the 
first to come up. You need to know right up 
front not only how much money you have 
available overall but when it is available 
to you. A good chunk of the money needs 

to be accessible as soon as 
you’re ready to sign con-
tracts.

4) start the whole dis-
cussion early. Parents, 
and especially fathers, who 
haven’t been involved in 
wedding planning in a while 
may need some educa-
tion about why you need 
to know a year or more 
in advance of your wed-
ding exactly how much 
support they plan to offer. 
So, start educating your 
parents early on – which 
is to say, well before the 

day upon which you’d like them to write the 
first check – about the costs of putting on 
a wedding and reception nowadays. Most 
parents of couples getting married today 
were married on the order of 30 years ago. 
Things cost less back in the 20th century. 
That may be doubly true if their wedding 
took place in a small town in, well, any-
where.

Your wedding planning can be stress-
free, with family harmony. The wedding 
planning process is meant to be fun and 
exciting. Educating everyone involved, in-
cluding yourself, early on can make a huge 
difference in your happiness. 

Next time: choosing a wedding venue. t
david L. egan is the proprietor and stew-

ard of Chase Court, a wedding and event ven-
ue in downtown Baltimore. Visit Chasecourt.
com, and follow ChaseCourtWeddingVenue 
on instagram and Facebook.

Two big questions that come up about 
wedding planning are when should you 
talk with your parents about money for 
your wedding, and how do you prepare for 
that conversation. We’re going to answer 
both questions right now! 

Most fathers and mothers want to do 
everything they possibly can for their chil-
dren. This often includes paying for their 
wedding. It’s wonderful if your parents 
can write a check for ten or 15 or 20 or 
30 thousand dollars (or, yes, sometimes 
even more) without some 
mental preparation. Most 
can’t. That’s a lot of mon-
ey for most families. They 
need to work up to it. It 
takes some planning. At 
the very least, they may 
need to move some mon-
ey around. The morning of 
the day in which you’d like 
them to start writing checks 
is not the best time to intro-
duce the topic.

Many families have dif-
ficulty discussing money 
– my parents certainly did 
– and all the more so when 
there are lots of emotions involved. Take 
those things, add the element of significant 
quantity (the cost of a new car, more or 
less) and urgency, and the possibility ex-
ists for world-class stress. Which is, truly, 
avoidable. Here are some ways to avoid 
angst in the family:

1) get the numbers. Have a good idea 
of what your wedding is likely to cost, at 
least within a range. I have this kind of dis-
cussion all the time with couples. I’ve de-
veloped a cost estimate worksheet that we 
work through together, detailing the fixed 
and variable costs so they have a good 
idea of the overall cost of their wedding. 
This is something worth doing with a local 
expert in the wedding industry. Seeing the 
numbers on paper help you understand the 
costs. It also helps the stress melt away. 
Decisions become easier when the un-
knowns become knowns. Most local wed-

Wedding
David Egan

You Want

Getting the

QualiTy oF liFe
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Birroteca Baltimore
1520 Clipper Road.  Baltimore,  MD 21211
443-708-1935 • www.bmorebirroteca.com

www.bmorebirroteca.com/baltimore-events

HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS
Wednesday - Friday 3 p.m. - 7 p.m.

encantadabaltimore.com/happy-hour 

Best in Federal Hill , located on the Third Floor of 
the American Visionary Art Museum, with the Vollis 

& Gene Simpson Whirligig Terrace
overlooking Federal Hill.

BRUNCH SATURDAY & SUNDAY 11:30 a.m. - 3p.m. 
Featuring $15 Bottomless Mimosas, Bloody Mary's 

and EVO Craft Beer drafts

CLOSED MONDAY & TUESDAY
 

HOURS OF OPERATION
Wednesday & Thursday  11:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Friday & Saturday 11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.

800 KEY HIGHWAY
BALTIMORE, MD  21230

410-752-1000
www.encantadabaltimore.com

ENCANTADA
AT THE AMERICAN VISIONARY

ART MUSEUM

THE NICKEL TAPHOUSE
1604 Kelly Avenue.  Baltimore, MD 21209

443-869-6240   -  nickeltaphouse.com

Fabulous Brunch Every 
Saturday & Sunday 

11:30 am - 3:00 pm 
nickeltaphouse.com/brunch-menu  

Featuring
$15 Bottomless Mimosas, 

Bloody Mary's and
 EVO Craft

                 Brewing Drafts.

DINING OUT

 • Serving Brunch on Sundays!

 • Now open for lunch
at 12 p.m. on Saturdays

• Wednesday Beer Dinners! 
$38 for Three Courses 

paired with 10oz BA Beers. 

1106 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

410-547-6925  •  thebrewersart.com

 Late Night Happy Hour on
Tuesday, Wednesday,

and Thursday Evenings!
Get house draft beer for $3.75 

from 11 p.m. to close

SERVES BREAKFAST, LUNCH, DINNER, 
COFFEE AND DRINKS!

Hours
Tues. -Fri. 11:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Sat. 10 a.m. –to 9 p.m.
Sun. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

10 Art Museum Drive
Baltimore, MD 21218

410-889-3399
gertrudesbaltimore.com
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BaltimoreOUTloud.com

From all of us at
Baltimore OUTloud

we wish you the
Happiest of Holidays

and a very 
Merry New Year!
See you in 2018!

From all of us at
Baltimore OUTloud

we wish you the
Happiest of Holidays

and a very 
Merry New Year!
See you in 2018!
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RE/MAX First Choice
1201 Eastern Blvd.
Baltimore, MD 21221
peter.klebenow@gmail.com
bpw.remax@gmail.com 
410-391-6900 (Office)Bennett Weiss

443-983-9854 
Peter Klebenow 
410-963-4926

Bennett Weiss
443-983-9854 

Peter Klebenow 
410-963-4926

Let Our Real Estate 
Family Be 

Your Guide!

Get direct access to MLS 
Listings, GPS locations, & 

open houses on any tablets 
or smart phone.  Text 

CCRE2GO to 87778, or visit 
http://87778.mobi/CCRE2GO

Simplify your home search
with my FREE mobile app!

Baltimore/Inner Harbor Office
100 International Dr.  •  410-779-200 (o)

www.charmcityrealestate.com
410-467-8950 (direct)

Join the Weichert
Realtors-Urban
Lifestyles Team
and become part

of the family. 
Check out our
career night.

Call us for further 
information 

410-752-1050

Have a Career,
Not a Job!

Proud sponsor of

Have a Listing?

Our Real Estate Section  
Is the Right Place!

Call or Email us for great deals
Taylor@BaltimoreOutloud.com

410.802.1310

Real estate
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The Little Corner Bar with a Great Big Heart!

The

Drinkery
The Little Corner Bar with a Great Big Heart!

The

Drinkery
205 West Read Street “Corner of Read and Park”

410-225-3100 • ATM Available
205 West Read Street “Corner of Read and Park”

410-225-3100 • ATM Available

• CHAMPAGNE TOAST

AT MID-NIGHT 
• PARTY FAVORS

• BASKET OF CHEER 
GIVE -A-WAY

Get a drink, get a ticket
Do not have to be present to win.

• CHAMPAGNE TOAST

AT MID-NIGHT 
• PARTY FAVORS

• BASKET OF CHEER 
GIVE -A-WAY

Get a drink, get a ticket
Do not have to be present to win.

Welcome 2018
with Us!

Welcome 2018
with Us!

Chuck King, Co-owner Baltimore Eagle with a 
photo of many Ms Baltimore Eagles for the 
trophy case - presented by Tracy Black

Ms Baltimore Eagle Reunion – our Ms Eagles have a long legacy with the Interna-
tional Ms Leather and the American Leatherwoman titles AND our brothers, too!
Rich G, Mr Baltimore Eagle 1997; LE Legirl, American Leatherwoman 2015
Lascivious Jane, International Ms Leather 2016; Amy ‘Foxxy’ Phillips, MidAtlantic 
Leatherwoman 2018; Max, Ms Baltimore Eagle 1996
Tracy, Ms Baltimore Eagle 2001; Buz, Ms Baltimore Eagle 1999
Glenda, Ms Baltimore Eagle 1992; Sarha, International Ms Leather 2013
Synn, International Ms Leather 2012; Joni, International Ms Leather 2001
Front Row:
Hooker, MidAtlantic Drummer 1999. Mr Maryland Leather 2009
Bumper Bootblack, MidAtlantic Leatherwoman Bootblack 2018

Ms Baltimore Eagles and CurrentTitleholders
L to R
Tracy Black, Ms Baltimore Eagle 2001
Bumper Bootblack, MidAtlantic
    Leatherwoman Bootblack 2018
Amy ‘Foxxy’ Phillips, MidAtlantic
    Leatherwoman 2018
Jada, Ms Leather Colorado 2017
Glenda Rider, Ms Baltimore Eagle 1992
Buz Norwood, Ms Baltimore Eagle 1999
Max Steiner, Ms Baltimore Eagle 1996
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Here We  

and pictures with Mr. and Ms. Santa Claus 
played by FIST member “Butch” Lee Nor-
ward and American Leathergirl 2006 Dawn 
Marie. Last year the stage was set up in the 
middle of the room in a theatre-in-the-round 
style with the emcees at the far end of the 
large space. This year as a throwback to the 
Hippo days, it was a more traditional stage 
complete with a t-shaped lighted runway. 
There was even a reproduction of the famous 
Hippo logo as a backdrop. (It looked so good 
I thought it was the actual Hippo sign.) As I 
had the pleasure of doing many times at the 
Hippo, I also took the stage as a performer 
this year. (I came out right after a very hot 
male stripper. I’m sure many thought it was 
an encore.) For years I had wanted to sing 
the Stephen Sondheim song “I’m Still Here” 
from the Broadway show Follies. It is about 
someone who has been around for a long 
time, has had ups and downs, seen it all – 
but is still going strong. I rewrote the words 
so that it would related to my experiences 
in the leather community. It was really fun to 
perform. I had a blast. The show ended with 
the traditional final performance by rik New-
ton-Treadway as Cher. What a great after-
noon. Once again the 12 Days of Christmas 
was a big success and this year benefited 
AIDS Action Baltimore, Hagerstown Hopes, 
Project Real, and Leather Heart Founda-
tion. It looks like thanks to my leather family 
and favorite three holiday events, I’ll make it 
through another December. I hope you find 
some joy this holiday season as well. As for 
me, I’m still here! t

The last part of my 
holiday trilogy also did not 
disappoint. In keeping with 
tradition it is always held 
on the second Saturday of 
December. For 19 years 
the 12 Days of Christmas 
variety show has brought 
the drag community and 
the leather community to-
gether for a fun afternoon 
of fundraising, entertain-
ment, and brotherhood. 
For 16 years the show 
was held at the Club 
Hippo in Mount Vernon. 
The Hippo was always 
beautifully decorated 
for the holidays and the 
dancefloor area of the 
Hippo provided the per-
fect sitting for this annu-
al extravaganza. When 
the Hippo closed three 
years ago show produc-
ers Rik Newton-Tread-
way and Hooker & boys looked all over town 
for a new venue. It had to be large enough to 
seat the large audience, serve alcohol, and 
be affordable so that the event would still be 
able to raise money for the charities. With the 
help of Mid-Atlantic LeatherSIR 2010 / 2011 
Sir John Krikorian, they discovered the Mari-
time Conference Center in Linthicum Heights 
near BWI Airport. It was affordable, served 
food and alcohol, had lots of free parking, 
and could even provide reasonably priced 
rooms for the many out of town guests. The 
one thing you cannot plan is the weather. 
The 19th annual 12 Days of Christmas show 
on December 9th was themed: “Naughty, 
Nice, and Nasty.” Unfortunately the weather 
was nasty. This not only resulted in some no 
shows but also lots of people left at intermis-
sion as the snow continued to fall. But in the 
great tradition of show business the show 
went on – and what a great show it was! I 
will not attempt to list all the performers in-
volved in this spectacle. (You should see the 
phenomenal program. It looks like a coffee 
table book!) Emceed by Mr. Maryland Leath-
er 1999 David Allen – Producer of Alaska’s 
only BDSM / leather conference (Northern 
Exposure), Sarha Shaubach, and Baltimore’s 
own Queen of Comedy Shawnna Alexander 
this production had something for everybody. 
From a sassy opening number presented by 
COMMAND MC, who turned the song “Santa 
Baby” into “Santa Daddy” to an outstanding 
burlesque performance by International Ms. 
Leather 2016 Lascivious Jane, the 12 Days 
of Christmas Show kept everyone enter-
tained. There was also a large silent auction 

I hate to admit it, but I am really not a big fan 
of the holiday season. It’s stressful, melan-
choly, and often a recipe for disappointment. 
We are often reminded of younger days, 
miss those who are no longer with us, and 
discover that our holiday reality is not perfect 
like those seen in movies or TV shows. We 
may miss those family traditions that have 
fallen by the wayside due to changes in fam-
ily situations or simply the passing of time. At 
this time of year I am thankful that three of 
my favorite Baltimore holiday traditions live 
on and even after all these years still bring 
me joy. 

For over 30 years the ShipMates Club 
of Baltimore has hosted their annual Daddy 
Christmas fundraiser on the first weekend 
of December. Traditionally held of the first 
Saturday of the month, only once in 2015 
was it held on the first Friday of December 
in conjunction with leather night at the Loft 
at Grand Central. The event’s location has 
moved around as bars change or close. It 
has been held at the Gallery, where the Ship-
Mates were founded in 1974 back when the 
Gallery was a leather bar, at the Baltimore 
Eagle, at the Quest, and at Grand Central. 
On Saturday, December 2nd the tradition of 
the ShipMates kicking off the holiday season 
in Baltimore continued as ShipMates’ Daddy 
Christmas 2017 was held in the dance club 
area of Grand Central. This year’s event was 
a fundraiser for the Baltimore Transgender 
Alliance and as usual there was a silent auc-
tion and someone won a raffle for a wagon 
full of booze for just a one dollar ticket pur-
chase. Also in keeping with tradition, a cur-
rent local leather titleholder filled in for Santa, 
who is pretty busy this time of year. Atlantic 
States Leatherboy 2018 Justin Charles made 
for one hot Santa! Not having the Loft open 
above Grand Central made for a big change 
this year and it was a little awkward having 
the silent auction spread out on a rather 
dimly lit stage during the club’s goth night- 
but there were big crowds all evening, the 
music provided by DJ’s Neska, Dark Angel, 
and Nicholai was great, everyone had lots 

of fun, I met lots of new people, and money 
was raised for a good cause. Big thanks to 
Don Davis and the staff of Grand Central for 
another successful Daddy Christmas. I have 
been a member of the ShipMates for over 
20 years and started helping out with Dad-
dy Christmas even before I joined the club. 
mark your calendar for the first Saturday of 
December 2018 for next year’s Daddy Christ-
mas. Come out and join in the fun. 

On the first Thursday of December thou-
sands gather in Mount Vernon Place for the 
annual lighting of Baltimore’s biggest “Christ-
mas tree,” the 178-foot Washington Monu-
ment. This was the 46th year for the “mon-
umental occasion” and the festivities just get 
bigger every year. With food tents, a beer 
garden, cocktail bars, and all kinds of music, 
it is a wonderful way to celebrate the holi-
days in Baltimore. Parking can be difficult, so 
I started the evening early with a few beers 

at Leon’s. Hey, I like to be lit before the mon-
ument. The bar was very festive and every-
one was in the holiday spirit. Entertainment 
at the monument this year included the Bal-
timore Rock Opera Society who performed 
a mini opera that looked like a campy sci-fi 
adventure from the 1960s. I loved it. The 
Morgan State University Choir was fantas-
tic as was the Peabody Community Chorus. 
As a big surprise the crowd was treated to 
Baltimore’s own award-winning R&B group, 
Dru Hill, which sang an original holiday song 
from their just released Christmas album. 
There was so much entertainment that the 
lighting of the monument with fireworks didn’t 
happen until 8:30 instead of the scheduled 
8 pm. (Yes, people bitched about the delay 
on Facebook. I hope those folks get a life for 
Christmas.) I enjoyed the event thoroughly 
and it was another spirited seasonal celebra-
tion in Baltimore. 

Leather
Line

Rodney Burger

leaTheR

Ho

is coming
to town

“From a sassy opening 
number presented 

by COMMAND MC, 
who turned the song 

“Santa Baby” into 
“Santa Daddy” to an 

outstanding burlesque 
performance by 

Lascivious Jane, the 
12 Days of Christmas 
Show kept everyone 

entertained.”

Again! 
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870 Park Ave.  Baltimore
410-539-4993

227 W. Chase St227 W. Chase St
410-539-4850

 Leons Backroom 
Great place to watch the Ravens Games - FREE Wieners!
 Leons Backroom 
Great place to watch the Ravens Games - FREE Wieners!
December 24 - 4 p.m.  to  7 p.m.
POT LUCK DINNER  ( Bring a Dish and Share the Holidays )

OPENING CHRISTMAS DAY 6 P.M 
Free Champagne Toast at Mid-Night 
 
SET YOUR CLOCK TO CELEBRATE NEW YEARS EVE HERE
Battle of the DJ’s • Dance In 2018 • Drink Specials

Wednesday Night 
GO-GO DANCERS AND UNDERWEAR NIGHT

December 24 - 4 p.m.  to  7 p.m.
POT LUCK DINNER  ( Bring a Dish and Share the Holidays )

OPENING CHRISTMAS DAY 6 P.M 
Free Champagne Toast at Mid-Night 
 
SET YOUR CLOCK TO CELEBRATE NEW YEARS EVE HERE
Battle of the DJ’s • Dance In 2018 • Drink Specials

Wednesday Night 
GO-GO DANCERS AND UNDERWEAR NIGHT
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The 19th Annual 12 
Day’s of Christmas

Photos by Corey Brent
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The 19th Annual 12 
Day’s of Christmas

Photos by Corey Brent
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ATTORNEY

COUNSELING

FINANCIAL

Dr. Janan Broadbent
Specializing in Relationships

Therapy and LGBTQ Concerns

To Schedule an appointment 
Visit drjanan.org

Or call 410-825-5577

“The greatest stock market you 
can invest is yourself.  Finding this 
truth is better than finding a gold 

mine.” –
Byron Katie

“The greatest stock market you 
can invest is yourself.  Finding this 
truth is better than finding a gold 

mine.” –
Byron Katie

Proudly Serving the LGBTQ 
Community Since 1972

Counseling for  
Individuals, Couples, 

Teens, Families, 
and Groups.

5209 York Road 
410-532-2476

By Appointment Only

womensgrowthcenter.com

Phil Pecoraro 
LCSW-C, DCSW

Phychotherapy
located in

Mt. Vernon
1 E. Chase (The Belvedere)

 Office: 410-327-6892
Cell: 410-370-6724

philippecoraro.com

Woody Derricks, CFP®
woody@partnershipwm.com

2809 Boston Street
Suite 509
Baltimore, MD 21224

(410) 732-2633 
partnershipwm.com  
facebook.com/partnershipwm

BALTIMORE,  MARYLAND

Club 1722
1722 North Charles Street 

410-727-7431  •  club1722.com 

Club Bunns
608 W. Lexington Street  •   410-234-2866

Drinkery
203-207 W, Read Street  •  410-225-3100

The Eagle
2022 North Charles Street

410-200-9858  •   thebaltimoreeagle.com

The Gallery
1735 Maryland Avenue   •   410-539-6965

 Grand Central
1001-1003 North Charles Street

410-752-7133  •   centralstationpub.com

Leon’s 
870 Park Avenue  •   410-539-4993

Mixer’s
6037 Belair Road  •   410-599-1952

Station North Arts Cafe Gallery
1816 North Charles Street

410-625-6440  •   stationnortharts.com

SteamPunk Alley
227 W. Chase Street   •   410-539-4806

The Rowan Tree
1633 South Charles Street

410-468-0550  •   therowantree.net

MARYLAND
The Lodge Lounge & Dance Club

21614 National Pike 
Boonsboro, MD  21713

301-591-4434

HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
Stallions 

706 N 3rd Street
Harrisburg, PA

717-232-3060  •   stallionsclub.com

Bar 704 
704 N 3rd Street
Harrisburg, PA
717-234-4228

The Brownstone Lounge
412 Forester Street

Harrisburg, PA 17102
717-234-7009

REHOBOTH BEACH,  DELAWARE
Blue Moon 

35 Baltimore Avenue
Rehoboth Beach, DE 

302-227-6515  •  bluemoonrehoboth.com

The Purple Parrot 
247 Rehoboth Avenue

Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971 •  302-226-1139

 Rigby’s Bar & Grill
404 Rehoboth Avenue
Rehoboth Beach, DE 

302-227-6080  •  rigbysbarandgrill.com 

Iguana Grill
52 Baltimore Avenue

Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971 
302-227-0948  •  iguanagrill.com

ASBURY PARk, NEW JERSEY
Georgies Bar 

812 5th Avenue
Asbury Park NJ 07712 

732-988-1220 

Paradise
10 Asbury Avenue

Asbury Park, NJ 07712  
732-988-6663

The Asbury 
210 5th Avenue

Asbury Park, NJ 07712    

Hotel Tides 
408 7th Avenue 

Asbury Park, NJ 07712 
732-897-7744  
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Enough is Enough
Get relief. Pure and simple. Ask your doctor about Mytesi.
Mytesi (crofelemer):
 • Is the only medicine FDA-approved to relieve diarrhea in people with HIV
 • Treats diarrhea differently by normalizing the flow of water in the GI tract 
 • Has the same or fewer side effects as placebo in clinical studies 
 • Comes from a tree sustainably harvested in the Amazon Rainforest

What is Mytesi?
Mytesi is a prescription medicine that helps relieve symptoms of diarrhea not caused by  
an infection (noninfectious) in adults living with HIV/AIDS on antiretroviral therapy (ART). 
Important Safety Information
Mytesi is not approved to treat infectious diarrhea (diarrhea caused by bacteria, a virus,  
or a parasite). Before starting you on Mytesi, your healthcare provider will first be sure that you  
do not have infectious diarrhea. Otherwise, there is a risk you would not receive the right medicine 
and your infection could get worse. In clinical studies, the most common side effects that occurred 
more often than with placebo were upper respiratory tract (sinus, nose, and throat) infection 
(5.7%), bronchitis (3.9%), cough (3.5%), flatulence (3.1%), and increased bilirubin (3.1%).

RELIEF, PURE AND SIMPLE

In adults with HIV on ART who have diarrhea not caused by an infection

NP-390-15

Please see complete Prescribing Information at Mytesi.com.

IMPORTANT PATIENT INFORMATION
This is only a summary. See complete Prescribing Information at  
Mytesi.com or by calling 1-844-722-8256. This does not take the place  
of talking with your doctor about your medical condition or treatment.

What Is Mytesi?
Mytesi is a prescription medicine used to improve symptoms of 
noninfectious diarrhea (diarrhea not caused by a bacterial, viral, or 
parasitic infection) in adults living with HIV/AIDS on ART.
Do Not Take Mytesi if you have diarrhea caused by an infection. Before 
you start Mytesi, your doctor and you should make sure your diarrhea is 
not caused by an infection (such as bacteria, virus, or parasite).

Possible Side Effects of Mytesi Include:
•  Upper respiratory tract infection (sinus, nose, and throat infection) 
•  Bronchitis (swelling in the tubes that carry air to and from your lungs)  
• Cough  
• Flatulence (gas)  
•  Increased bilirubin (a waste product when red blood cells break down) 
For a full list of side effects, please talk to your doctor. Tell your doctor if 
you have any side effect that bothers you or does not go away. 
You are encouraged to report negative side effects of  
prescription drugs to the FDA. Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch or  
call 1-800-FDA-1088. 

Should I Take Mytesi If I Am:  
Pregnant or Planning to Become Pregnant?  
•  Studies in animals show that Mytesi could harm an unborn baby or 

affect the ability to become pregnant
•  There are no studies in pregnant women taking Mytesi
•  This drug should only be used during pregnancy if clearly needed

 A Nursing Mother?  
•  It is not known whether Mytesi is passed through human breast milk
•  If you are nursing, you should tell your doctor before starting Mytesi
•  Your doctor will help you to decide whether to stop nursing or to stop 

taking Mytesi  

Under 18 or Over 65 Years of Age?  
•  Mytesi has not been studied in children under 18 years of age
•  Mytesi studies did not include many people over the age of 65. So it is 

not clear if this age group will respond differently. Talk to your doctor to 
find out if Mytesi is right for you  

What Should I Know About Taking Mytesi  
With Other Medicines?
If you are taking any prescription or over-the-counter medicine, herbal 
supplements, or vitamins, tell your doctor before starting Mytesi.  

What If I Have More Questions About Mytesi?  
For more information, please see the full Prescribing Information at 
Mytesi.com or speak to your doctor or pharmacist.  

To report side effects or make a product complaint or for additional 
information, call 1-844-722-8256. 

Rx Only
Manufactured by Patheon, Inc.  
for Napo Pharmaceuticals, Inc. San Francisco, CA 94105  
Copyright © Napo Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 

Mytesi comes from the Croton lechleri tree harvested  
in South America. 

Tired of planning your life around diarrhea?

For Copay Savings Card and  
Patient Assistance, see Mytesi.com


